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Lecture 1.

Friday, October 5, 2018

Unlike in previous years, this course is intended to be a stand-alone course on general relativity, building
up the mathematical formalism needed to construct the full theory and explore some examples of interesting
spacetime metrics. It is linked to the Black Holes course taught in Lent term, which I will also be writing
notes for.

Some recommended course materials and readings include the following:
1
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2 General Relativity Lecture Notes

Figure 1. An illustration of the light cones from a point p, plus the chronological future I+

and chronological past I−. Also depicted in red is a timelike curve (e.g. a possible particle
trajectory in spacetime).

◦ Sean Carroll, Spacetime and Geometry1

◦ Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler, Gravitation
◦ Wald, General Relativity
◦ Zee, Einstein Gravity in a Nutshell
◦ Hawking and Ellis, “The Large Scale Structure of Spacetime”

In Minkowski2 spacetime (flat space) we specify points in spacetime by spatial coordinates in R3, i.e. the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), plus a time coordinate t. The line element (spacetime separation) is given by
the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2.

ds is the proper distance between x and x + dx, y and y + dy, z and z + dz, and t and t + dt. (As is typical in
relativity, we work in units where c = 1. Note that the metric sign convention here is flipped from my QFT
notes, which uses the “mostly minus” convention– this is arbitrary and so long as one is consistent it makes
no difference.) Using the Einstein summation convention, the metric is usually written more compactly as

ds2 = ηαβxαxβ,

with ηαβ the Minkowski space metric.
Let’s recall from special relativity that we call separations with ds2 > 0 “spacelike,” with ds2 < 0

“timelike,” and ds2 = 0 null (or occasionally lightlike).

Definition 1.1. The chronological future of a point p is the set of all points that can be reached from p along
future directed timelike lines, and we call this I+(p). It is the interior of the future-directed light cone.
Conversely we have the chronological past of p, I−(p), which is the interior of the past-directed light
cone. We also have the causal future of p, which is the set of all points that can be reached from p along
future-directed timelike or null lines, and we call this J+(p). Similarly we have the causal past, J−(p). Thus
J is the closure of I and is the interior plus the light cone itself.

1I should point out that Sean Carroll’s textbook is based off a set of GR notes which are available for free online. They are really
excellent and pedagogically structured, and I have cross-referenced them frequently when revising these notes after lecture. Here is a
link to the PDF on the arXiv: https://arxiv.org/pdf/gr-qc/9712019.pdf

2I’ve heard some USAmericans pronounce this “min-cow-ski.” In German, it is “min-koff-ski.”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/gr-qc/9712019.pdf
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Let xa(τ) be a curve in spacetime.3 Then the tangent vector to the curve is ua = dxa

dτ . For timelike curves,
uaubηab = −1 ⇐⇒ τ is the proper time along the curve. 4 We also know that

∫ q
p dτ = ∆τ, which just

says that the integral of dτ along a curve from p to q yields the proper time interval, what a clock actually
measures.

We also remark that Minkowski space has some very nice symmetries. Since x, y, and z do not appear
explicitly in the metric, our spacetime is invariant under translations. It is also invariant under rotations
in R3. It would be nice to extend rotations to include the time coordinate t as well– this is exactly what a
Lorentz transformation does.

Lorentz transformations in general involve time– they are defined by the matrices Λ which satisfy

ΛTηΛ = η,

i.e. they preserve the inner product η in Minkowski space, forming the group O(3, 1). Lorentz transforma-
tions consist of rotations in R3 and boosts. This is equivalent to the defining property of rotation matrices
R that RTδR = δ, meaning that rotation matrices preserve the standard Euclidean inner product in R3

and form the group O(3).5 Written explicitly, the Lorentz boost in the x-direction to a frame moving with
velocity v is

t→ t′ =
t− vx√
1− v2

x → x′ =
x− vt√
1− v2

y→ y′ = y

z→ z′ = z

We may also write it in matrix notation,

Λa
b =


γ −γv 0 0
−γv γ 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


where γ is defined in the usual way by γ ≡ 1√

1−v2 .
Rather than constructing the (in general complicated) Lorentz boost in an arbitrary direction, it is often

more convenient to rotate one’s frame of reference in R3 so the boost is in the new x-direction, perform the
Lorentz boost, and then transform back:

RTΛR = ΛR,

where ΛR is a new Lorentz transformation.6

3Evidently we are not using the convention that Greek indices range from 0 to 3 and Latin indices range from 1 to 3. I have copied
the lecturer’s convention here, as we will be using Greek indices to refer to Lorentz indices when we introduce the vierbein fields, and
Latin indices will then index over spacetime indices. However, we won’t do this until Lecture 22, so you should be aware that many
other authors including Sean Carroll and Harvey Reall use the other convention. Wald does something a bit different, using Latin
indices to represent the entire tensor considered as a multilinear operator as opposed to its (basis-dependent) components.

4The property that UαUβηαβ = −1 is easy to prove. See the Special Relativity catch-up sheet found here for some nice exercises in
SR: this is exercise 3. Assuming the result of exercise 2 which states that the four-velocity of a massive particle is Uµ = γ(1, vi), we
then have U ·U = γ2(−1 + v2) = v2−1

1−v2 = −1. Since this is a fully contracted expression (no indices floating around), it is true in all
frames.

5Strictly, O(3) also includes reflections– for matrices which preserve both orientation and the inner product, we must also require
that det R = +1, defining the group SO(3). We’ll see a similar caveat with the Lorentz group in just a second.

6It’s easy to check that ΛR really is a Lorentz transformation– just observe that rotations alone are a subset of Lorentz transformati-
ons, since they preserve the inner product on R3 and do not affect the time coordinate. In the language of group theory, rotations
form an SO(3) subgroup of the full Lorentz group O(3, 1)– see Definition 1.2. Therefore any combination of rotations and Lorentz
boosts will form another valid Lorentz transformation by the group closure property.

http://www.maths.cam.ac.uk/sites/www.maths.cam.ac.uk/files/grspecialrelativity.pdf
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Definition 1.2. The Lorentz transformations taken together form the Lorentz group. It satisfies the group axi-
oms of identity, unique inverses (since det Λ 6= 0), associativity (from associativity of matrix multiplication),
and closure (see footnote for proof).7

Λ can include reflections in time or space. To avoid such complications, we sometimes refer to the proper
orthochronous Lorentz group, i.e. to exclude space and time reversals, but often we are more careless and
simply call it the Lorentz group.

Definition 1.3. The Poincaré group is then the semidirect product of Lorentz transformations and translations.
This is the group of symmetries of Minkowski space.

We have translations defined as
xa → xa ′ = xa + ∆xa

and also Lorentz transformations, with the property

(ΛT)a
c
ηcdΛd

b = ηab.

Definition 1.4. We also have contravariant vectors (indices up) written ua and their corresponding covariant
vectors (indices down)

ua ≡ ηabub,
where we have used the metric to lower an index. These are sometimes equivalently called simply vectors
and covectors. We can also raise indices using the inverse metric ηab (defined by ηabηbc = δa

c ). Thus

ub = ηbaua.

We define the Lorentz transformation of a contravariant vector as ua → ua ′ = Λa
bub. For instance, xa is

an example of a contravariant vector.

Definition 1.5. A scalar is an object which is invariant under a Lorentz transformation. We saw that a
covariant vector transforms with right multiplication by the Lorentz transformation, whereas a contravariant
vector transforms by left multiplication.

More generally, a tensor of type (r, s) transforms with r copies of the Lorentz transformation on the r up
indices and s copies of the Lorentz transformation on the s down indices,

Tµ1µ2 ...µr
ν1ν2 ...νs → Tα1α2 ...αr

β1β2 ...βs = Λα1
µ1 . . . Λαr

µr Tµ1µ2 ...µr
ν1ν2 ...νs Λν1

β1 . . . Λνs
βs (1.6)

By this definition, a scalar may be thought of as a type (0, 0) tensor, a contravariant vector a type (1, 0)
tensor, and a covariant vector a type (0, 1) tensor.

Lecture 2.

Monday, October 8, 2018

Today, we’ll start by remarking that Maxwell’s equations can be written compactly in 4-vector format.
Recall from a good course on electrodynamics that we define the electromagnetic field strength tensor Fµν

as

Fµν =


0 Ex Ey Ez
−Ex 0 Bz −By
−Ey −Bz 0 Bx
−Ez By −Bx 0

 . (2.1)

This object Fµν is a totally antisymmetric rank two tensor. Defining the four-current jµ ≡ (ρ, j) with j the
ordinary current density and ρ the charge density, we see that

∂aFbc + ∂bFca + ∂cFab = 0

and
∂aFab = −jb.

7More precisely, we know that the determinant is nonzero since −1 = det η = det(ΛTηΛ) = det(ΛT)det(η)det(Λ) =
(−1)det(Λ)2 =⇒ det(Λ) = ±1 6= 0. To prove closure, suppose Λ1, Λ2 are Lorentz transformations. The product Λ1Λ2 then satisfies
(Λ1Λ2)

Tη(Λ1Λ2) = ΛT
2 ΛT

1 ηΛ1Λ2 = ΛT
2 ηΛ2 = η, so Λ1Λ2 is also a Lorentz transformation.
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But there’s something strange about this– these equations as written hold for Cartesian coordinates only.
Of course, the laws of physics (as expressed through experimental results) cannot depend on the coordinate
system we use to define them.

Example 2.2. The Minkowski metric takes the Cartesian form

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2

but if we change to spherical coordinates, the metric now takes the form

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 = gabdxadxb,

where xa = (t, r, θ, φ). This space is still flat, but the metric components have transformed with the
coordinates.

General relativity is thus motivated by a desire to understand how the laws of physics are invariant not
just under Lorentz transformations but general coordinate transformations. It is also motivated by the
weak equivalence principle, which states that inertial mass and gravitational mass are the same thing– the m
in F = ma and the m in F = −GMm

r2 are the same mass! This is closely related to the Einstein equivalence
principle, which states that in a freely falling frame, the laws of physics are those of special relativity. One
cannot distinguish between being in freefall under a gravitational field and simply being at rest in no
gravitational field.

We consider spacetime to be a 4-dimensional system (3 + 1 dimensions, if you like) and in particular
it has a manifold structure. We may make an explicit choice of some coordinates {xa} that label points
in (a coordinate patch of) M, but it would be nice to define vectors in a way that is independent of the
coordinates. This will lead us to revisit vectors and covectors.

Consider a parametrized curve λ(τ) : R→ M sitting in M. Now take f = f (xa) to be a differentiable
function of the coordinates, and define an operator that maps f into the total derivative d f /dτ: by applying
the chain rule, we have

d f
dτ

=
∂xa

∂τ

(
∂

∂xa f
)

.

Thus a vector V is a linear differential operator that acts on f : explicitly, we can write

V =
∂xa

∂τ

∂

∂xa ,

where the values ∂xa

∂τ are called the components of the vector and denoted by Va. The right way to think of
a vector is as a coordinate-independent generalization of a directional derivative. The components will in
general transform when we change coordinates, but the vector as an operator stays the same.

That said, a general vector can be written in its components in some coordinate basis xa as

V = Va ∂

∂xa .

Thinking back to our curve λ(τ), we may expand our coordinates locally about τ = τ0 as

xa(τ) = xa(τ0) + Va(τ − τ0) + O((τ − τ0)
2), (2.3)

where V is interpreted as the tangent vector to some curve at the point xa(τ0). Therefore we may also
interpret (tangent) vectors as describing how our manifold curves locally about a point.

Vectors (as the name suggests) form a vector space.8 If W, Y are vectors, α, β real numbers, then αW + βY
is another vector with components

(αWa + βYa)
∂

∂xa .

As linear differential operators, vectors also obey the Leibniz rule

Va ∂

∂xa ( f g) = Va ∂ f
∂xa g + f Va ∂g

∂xa .

8We get most of the vector space axioms for free. Commutativity and associativity follow from doing component-wise addition in
a basis, as does distributivity of scalar sums. The additive identity is the vector where all components are zero. The additive inverse
for a vector with components Va is just −Va. The scalar multiplication identity is automatic.
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The space of tangent vectors at a point p is called Tp(M). Recall that we defined our tangent vectors with
respect to its components in some basis xa. But if we now change to some new coordinates x̃b = x̃b(xa),
then by the chain rule our basis vectors ∂

∂xa transform as

∂

∂xa =
∂x̃b

∂xa
∂

∂x̃b .

But V as an operator is invariant– it does not depend on our choice of coordinates, so its components must
also change. If we rewrite V in a different set of coordinates, we find that

V = Va ∂

∂xa = Va ∂x̃b

∂xa
∂

∂x̃b

by the chain rule. Since V is independent of basis,

V = Va ∂

∂xa = Ṽa ∂

∂x̃a ,

so by comparison we see that the components of V transform as

Va → Ṽa′ =
∂x̃a′

∂xa Va.

In other words, tangent vectors transform as contravariant vectors, which we recognize as a generalization
of the formula in special relativity where we had

∂x̃a′

∂xa = Λa′
a

with Λa′
a the Lorentz transformation.

Definition 2.4. We may also define one-forms, which are covariant vectors at some point p. Thus the
inner product 〈ω, V〉 is a real number, with ω a 1-form and V a vector. The inner product is bilinear: if
V = αY + βW, then

〈ω, αY + βW〉 = α〈ω, Y〉+ β〈ω, W〉
and similarly for the first argument, if ω = αη + βξ

〈αη + βξ, V〉 = α〈η, V〉+ β〈ξ, V〉.

Let us write V in a basis, V = VaEa with Ea some set of basis vectors. Then ω = ωaEa has components
in some basis of one forms Ea. We have that 〈Ea, Eb〉 = δa

b , where Ea forms a basis of 1-forms which is
dual to the ordinary basis vectors. It is often convenient to take the basis for the tangent space to be ∂/∂xa

and the basis for the dual (i.e. the cotangent space) to be dxa. (Remark: the components Va of a vector
transform like coordinate functions, while the components of a one-form ωa transform like basis vectors
Ea.) We can then compute the inner product of a generic one-form and a vector,

〈ω, V〉 = 〈ωaEa, VbEb〉
= ωaVbδa

b

= ωaVa.

Lecture 3.

Wednesday, October 10, 2018

A quick admin note There is no lecture Monday 15 October. In addition, office hours will be Tuesdays at
4 PM in B1.26. Moving on.

Let us recall that we have a multiplication law on one-forms and vectors,

〈ω, X〉 = ωaXa

for ω any one-form, X any vector. That is, we can write this product in terms of the components of ω and
X.
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Definition 3.1. With this in mind, we define the differential of a function f : M→ R to be the one-form d f ,
such that

〈d f , X〉 = X f
(that is, X as a differential operator acting on f ).

Example 3.2. Non-lectured example: consider the function f = x + y in R3 and let X = ∂
∂y . (We have

chosen a coordinate basis to make the computation clearer.) Then d f = dx + dy (a one-form) and now

〈d f , X〉 = X f =
∂

∂y
(x + y) = 1.

Recall we have a basis of 1-forms Ea and a basis of vectors Eb with 〈Ea, Eb〉 = δa
b . In a coordinate basis,

the basis vectors take the form
Ea =

∂

∂xa and Eb = dxb.

Thus
〈dxa,

∂

∂xb 〉 = δa
b .

Definition 3.3. A one-form is exact if it can be written as d f for some scalar f . For instance, dt and dr are
exact because they are the differentials of t and r, but rdθ is not exact. However, the one-form rdr is exact,
since it can be written d(r2/2).

In Minkowski space with Cartesian coordinates, the natural basis of one-forms dt, dx, dy, dz forms a
coordinate basis since each of these is exact, and the basis of vectors dual to this is ∂

∂t , ∂
∂x , ∂

∂y , ∂
∂z .

However, in spherical coordinates the Minkowski metric looks different. It takes the form

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2.

The basis of one-forms here,
dt, dr, rdθ, r sin θdφ

is not a coordinate basis because these are not all of the form d f . The set of basis vectors dual to the
one-forms in spherical coordinates is also kind of bad. They take the form

∂

∂t
,

∂

∂r
,

1
r

∂

∂θ
,

1
r sin θ

∂

∂φ
,

and these are not a coordinate basis because they are not of the form ∂
∂xa (equivalently, they are not dual to

exact one-forms).
However, we remark that our defining equation for the product of a one-form and vector produces an

ordinary scalar, which must be invariant under coordinate transformations:

〈ω, X〉 = ωaXa in any basis.

This determines how the components of a one-form ωa change under coordinate transformations. In a
coordinate basis, we know that the components of a vector transform like coordinate functions:

Xa → X̃a′ =
∂x̃a′

∂xa Xa.

Therefore in a coordinate basis, the components of a one-form must transform in the inverse way,

ωa → ω̃a′ =
∂xa

∂x̃a′ ωa.

Note where the primed indices lie and which coordinates are the new coordinates x̃ versus the old
coordinates x. A little mnemonic– to keep the indices straight, just remember that primed indices go with
x̃ coordinates, and we can only contract over pairs of up and down indices. In particular, when xa is in

the denominator9 of a derivative ∂x̃a′

∂xa it acts like an index-down quantity, so it should contract with an
index-up object, namely the vector components Xa. Similarly, when xa is in the numerator of the derivative
it remains index-up and should therefore contract with the index-down one-form components.

9Okay, technically not the denominator since it’s a derivative but you know what I mean.
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Suppose that 〈d f , X〉 = 0 for some d f and X an arbitrary vector. If we are working in n dimensions,
this equation gives one constraint on the n components of X. Thus, there are still (n− 1) different linearly
independent choices of X which solve this equation, so the solutions X therefore span an n− 1-dimensional
space. We have put one constraint specified by f on our space of all possible X such that d f is the normal
to the surface f = constant.

Example 3.4. Again, a non-lectured concrete example. Let us again work in R3 and set f = x. Then a
general X can be written as Xa ∂

∂xa and the condition that 〈d f , X〉 = 0 can be computed explicitly as

〈d f , X〉 =
(

X1 ∂

∂x
+ X2 ∂

∂y
+ X3 ∂

∂z

)
(x) = X1(1) = 0.

Therefore our surface is defined by X1 = 0 but we may choose X2 and X3 freely (one constraint gives
3− 1 = 2 free choices). Indeed, we see that d f = dx is normal to the surface f = x = constant.

Definition 3.5. A tensor is a coordinate-invariant object which generalizes the idea of vectors and covectors.
Written in terms of basis one-forms Ea and basis vectors Ea, a tensor of type (r, s) takes the form

T = Ta1 ...ar
b1 ...bs Ea1 ⊗ Ea2 ⊗ . . .⊗ Ear ⊗ Eba ⊗ . . .⊗ Ebs ,

where ⊗ is the tensor product (not just a direct product!).10

The tensor T (not the components!) is coordinate invariant, so in a coordinate basis the components of T
transform as

T̃a′1 ...a′r
b′1 ...b′s =

∂x̃a′1

∂xa1
. . .

∂x̃a′r

∂xar

∂xb1

x̃b′1
. . .

∂xbs

x̃b′s
Ta1 ...an

b1 ...bs .

In a non-coordinate basis, these ∂x̃a′

∂xa are replaced by some general functions Φa′
a where x̃a′ = Φa′

a xa.
We can perform the symmetrization operation, denoted by putting indices to be symmetrized in

parentheses:

X(a1 ...ar) ≡
1
r!
[sum of all permutations of a1 . . . ar] .

For example, X(ab) =
1
2 [Xab + Xba]. Here, the factorial accounts for that the symmetrization of an already-

symmetric tensor should just be that tensor (so that if Xab = Xba, X(ab) =
1
2 [Xab + Xba] = Xab).

Similarly we have the antisymmetrization operation, denoted by putting indices to be antisymmetrized
in square brackets:

X[a1 ...ar ] =
1
r!
[sum over all even permutations − sum of all odd permutations] .

For example, X[ab] = 1
2 [Xab − Xba]. Having defined symmetrization and antisymmetrization, we now

consider a special class of tensor– the totally antisymmetric (0, p) tensor.

Definition 3.6. A differential p-form is a tensor of type (0, p) which is antisymmetric on all indices, i.e.
Aa1 ...ap = A[a1 ...ap ]. Some familiar p-forms include the 2-form Fµν from electromagnetism and the Levi-Civita
symbol εijk.

We can describe A in terms of basis vectors Ea using a construction called the wedge product.

Definition 3.7. The wedge product is a special kind of antisymmetrizing multiplication of a p-form and a
q-form. For a p-form A = Aa1 ...ap and a q-form B = Bb1 ...bq , the wedge product A ∧ B is given by

(A ∧ B)a1 ...apb1 ...bq ≡ A[a1 ...ap Bb1 ...bq ].

For instance A ∧ B = (−1)pqB ∧ A (this is easy to prove– we simply switch the q indices of B past the p
indices of A and pick up the appropriate pq sign flips along the way).

10Tensor products are more complicated than direct products because their addition structure is multilinear, i.e. linear in
each argument individually but not all simultaneously. Where it might make sense to add (2, 1) + (1, 2) = (3, 3) in R× R, the
equivalent tensor product in R⊗R would have 2⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 2 = 2⊗ 1 + 2⊗ 1 = (2 + 2)⊗ 1 = 4⊗ 1. So this is quite a different beast.
More info on tensor products and tensors as mathematical constructions can be found at https://jeremykun.com/2014/01/17/
how-to-conquer-tensorphobia/.

https://jeremykun.com/2014/01/17/how-to-conquer-tensorphobia/
https://jeremykun.com/2014/01/17/how-to-conquer-tensorphobia/
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As an invariant object, the p-form A can be written as

A = Aa1 ...ap Ea1 ∧ . . . ∧ Eap ,

where Aa1 ...ap are now the components of the p-form A.11

Definition 3.8. We also define the exterior derivative, a generalization of the usual derivative ∂µ:

(dA)ba1 ...ap ≡
∂

∂x[b
Aa1 ...ap ] = ∂[b Aa1 ...ap ]

defines a p + 1-form, as it is by definition antisymmetric in its p + 1 indices. The exterior derivative of a
product follows a variation of the Leibniz rule:

d(A ∧ B) = dA ∧ B + (−1)p A ∧ dB.

Note that ddA = 0, so d is nilpotent (it kills all exact differentials).12

The gradient is a simple example of an exterior derivative of a 0-form (AKA a scalar):

(dφ)µ = ∂µφ.

We now introduce the metric, a very special rank two (i.e. two-index) symmetric tensor usually denoted
gµν.13 The metric generalizes the idea of distance from Euclidean geometry to curved spaces. Unlike the
Euclidean metric, the scalar which the metric spits out is not guaranteed to be non-negative– recall from
special relativity that a timelike four-vector Vµ has a ”length” given by ηµνVµVν < 0. However, it is a
scalar invariant and therefore preserved under arbitrary coordinate transformations.

From prior experience with special (or general) relativity, we might have an intuition that the metric also
has something to do with gravitation. The line element ds (defined by ds2 = gabdxadxb) is invariant and is
therefore a (symmetric) tensor. In a freely falling frame, the metric of Minkowski space is

η̃a′b′ =
∂xa

∂x̃a′
∂xb

∂x̃b′ gab.

Do such ∂xa

∂x̃a′ always exist? The answer turns out to be yes– gab is not degenerate, so one may diagonalize it
and then rescale the eigenvalues. Sylvester’s theorem states that if g has r positive eigenvalues, s negative
eigenvalues, then diagonalizing preserves this.

Therefore given a metric gab that is non-degenerate, the inverse metric gab can be defined such that

gabgbc = δa
c , (3.9)

where δa
c is the Kronecker delta. One may then use the metric and the inverse metric to raise and lower

indices: Vb = gbcVc and Va = gabVb.
“There are more unknowns than there are knowns.” A brief summary of this course.

11It’s nice to prove here that A ∧ B = (−1)pqB ∧ A in a basis. We can see that

(A ∧ B)a1 ...apb1 ...bq = Aa1 ...ap Bb1 ...bq Ea1 ∧ . . . ∧ Eap ∧ Eb1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ebq

= (−1)pqBb1 ...bq Aa1 ...ap Eb1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ebq ∧ Ea1 ∧ . . . ∧ Eap

= (−1)pqB ∧ A,

since the components themselves are just numbers and we pick up pq sign flips from commuting the p basis one-forms Ea1 . . . Eap

with the q basis one-forms Eb1 . . . Ebq .
12Suppose we compute ddA: then we will have two derivatives in our expression ∂[µ∂ν Aa1 ...ap ]. But derivatives commute, so to

every ∂α∂β term in the antisymmetrization sum there will be a corresponding −∂β∂α term. These terms cancel no matter what A is, so
ddA = 0 identically.

13So far, we have been using Latin indices everywhere. In most GR contexts, Greek indices µ, ν, σ, etc. are used to range over
0, 1, 2, 3 and Latin indices i, j, k over 1, 2, 3 (the spatial components). Here, we follow the lecturer’s convention of using Latin a, b, c, d
for all indices but note that it is nonstandard. There is a sense in which Latin indices are used in an “abstract tensor notation” to serve
as placeholders and simply indicate the type of the tensor (i.e. a (p, q) tensor) rather than the components, but that is a little different.
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Lecture 4.

Friday, October 12, 2018

Previously, we defined the exterior derivative, which took a p-form to a p + 1-form. Now we will define
the covariant derivative, an operation which in general takes a tensor of type (r, s) to a tensor of type
(r, s + 1).

Suppose we start with a scalar field φ(x). The ordinary derivative is just

∂aφ =
∂φ

∂xa .

Let us change coordinates to x̃a′ some function of the original coordinates. Then this derivative transforms
as

∂a′φ =
∂xa

∂x̃a′
∂

∂xa φ =
∂xa

∂x̃a′ ∂aφ.

That is, it transforms in the way we expect an index-down quantity to transform, with the correct factor of
∂xa

∂x̃a′ . We might ask whether the partial derivative of a vector transforms in the same way. The answer is no–
instead, we get something a little different.

∂bVa → ∂b′ Ṽ
a′ =

(
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂

∂xb

)(
∂x̃a′

∂xa Va

)

=
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂x̃a′

∂xa ∂bVa +
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂2 x̃a′

∂xa∂xb Va.

This first part is tensorial, but the second part is not (it has a term which is a second derivative of the
coordinates). In order to get a tensor, we must add a correction term to the partial derivative.

Definition 4.1. This motivates us to define the covariant derivative by

∇bVa ≡ ∂bVa + Γa
bcVc

where Γa
bc is called a connection. As the name suggests, a covariant derivative is a derivative which

transforms in a tensorial way under arbitrary coordinate transformations.

We can figure out how Γ transforms under coordinate transformations:

Γ̃a′
b′c′ =

∂x̃a′

∂xa
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ Γ
a
bc −

∂2 x̃a′

∂xb∂xc
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ .

So Γ does not transform as a tensor, but that’s actually what we want– this correction term allows us to get
a proper tensor when we take the covariant derivative of a vector. Thus

∇bVa → ∇b′V
a′ =

∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂x̃a′

∂xa ∂bVa +
∂x̃a′

∂xa
∂xb

∂x̃b′ Γ
a
bcVc.

so ∇bVa is an honest tensor. We’d also like ∇ to be linear and obey the Leibniz rule: for two tensors T, S
and two real numbers α, β ∈ R, we should have

∇(αT + βS) = α∇T + β∇S

and also
∇(T ⊗ S) = ∇T ⊗ S + T ⊗∇S.

For a vector V and a one-form W, define the scalar S = VaWa. Then

∇aS = ∂aS

= (∂aVb)Wb + Vb(∂aWb)

= (∇aVb)Wb − Γb
acVcWb + Vb(∂aWb)

= (∇aVb)Wb + Vb∇aWb.
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Therefore for the Leibniz rule to hold on the product of a vector and a one-form, it must be that

∇bWa ≡ ∂bWa − Γc
baWc.

Note the sign flip from the vector definition! More generally, we can use Leibniz to deduce what the
covariant derivative operator is on a general tensor of type (r, s).

∇cTa1 ...ar
b1 ...bs

= ∂cTa1 ...ar
b1 ...bs

+Γa1
cdTda2 ...ar +Γa2

cdTa1da3 ...ar
b1 ... + . . .+Γar

cdTa1a2 ...d
... −Γd

cb1
T...

db2 ...bs
−Γd

cb2
T...

b1d...bs
− . . .−Γd

cbs
T...

b1b2 ...d.

So every upstairs indices we swap out gets a +Γ and every downstairs index we swap gets a −Γ. Let’s
return to our expression for the transformation of Γ,

Γ̃a′
b′c′ =

∂x̃a′

∂xa
∂xa

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c Γa
bc −

∂2 x̃a′

∂xb∂xc
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ .

Note that the second part is symmetric under the interchange of b′, c′. Therefore let’s consider just the part
which is antisymmetric in b′, c′:

Γa′
b′c′ − Γa′

c′b′ =
∂x̃a′

∂xa
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ (Γ
a
bc − Γa

cb).

Definition 4.2. The antisymmetric part of Γ transforms like a tensor, and so we define the torsion tensor as

Ta
bc ≡ Γa

bc − Γa
cb = 2Γa

[bc].

Some definitions define this up to a factor of 2 or with different signs.

Consider an arbitrary scalar S.

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)S = ∇a∂bS−∇b∂aS.

If these were just partial derivatives, this commutator would be zero. But working it out explicitly, we see
that

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)S = ∂a∂bS− Γc
ab∂cS− ∂b∂aS + Γc

ba∂cS = Tc
ba∂cS = Tc

ba∇cS.

Therefore the torsion measures how much covariant derivatives fail to commute on scalars. We’ll see a
generalization of this idea when we discuss the Riemann tensor later. In general relativity, the torsion is
usually taken to be zero so that Γ is symmetric in its lower indices. However, a treatment of fermions
naturally requires non-zero torsion, and in local supersymmetry or “superspace formulations of anything,”
non-zero torsion is essential.

Now, we haven’t yet actually found what the connection is in terms of things we actually care about, like
say the metric gab.

Definition 4.3. Let us define the metric connection as the Γ such that

∇cgab = 0. (4.4)

This will allow us to find a formula for Γ in terms of the metric g.

We’ll work it out explicitly. If Eqn. 4.4 holds, then by the definition of the covariant derivative,

∇agbc = ∂agbc − Γd
abgdc − Γd

acgbd = 0,

∇bgca = ∂bgca − Γd
bcgda − Γd

bagcd = 0,

∇cgab = ∂cgab − Γd
cagbd − Γd

cbgad = 0.

If we add the first two of these and subtract the third, we end up with

∂agbc + ∂bgca − ∂cgab = 2Γd
abgdc,

using the fact that Γd
bc = Γd

cb since we want a torsion-free connection.
Now we simply multiply by gce to find that

1
2

gce(−∂cgab + ∂agbc + ∂bgca) = Γd
abgdcgce = Γd

abδe
d = Γe

ab.
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This gives us explicitly the metric connection, which we sometimes call the Christoffel connection or
Christoffel symbols.14 Thus after a quick relabeling of indices we get

Γa
bc =

1
2

gad(−∂dgbc + ∂bgcd + ∂cgbd). (4.5)

It is, as desired, symmetric under exchange b↔ c since the metric is symmetric, gab = gba.
So now on scalars,

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)S = 0,

i.e. covariant derivatives commute on scalars. Moreover using the metric connection if we have Va = gabVb,
then

∇c(Va) = ∇c(gabVb) = (∇cgab)Vb + gab(∇cVb) = gab∇cVb,
since ∇cgab = 0. Therefore with the metric connection, the metric commutes with the covariant derivative.
This is also true of the inverse metric, which one can prove as an exercise.

Exercise 4.6. Prove15 that the covariant derivative of the inverse metric is also zero,

∇cgab = 0.

Lecture 5.

Wednesday, October 17, 2018

We defined the symmetric metric connection (i.e. the Christoffel connection) such that

∇agbc = 0 with Γc
ab = Γc

ba.

We also found that if φ is a scalar field, the covariant derivatives commute:

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)φ = ∂a∂bφ− Γc
ab∂cφ− ∂b∂aφ + Γc

ba∂cφ = 0

where we used the fact that our Christoffel symbols are torsion-free (and therefore symmetric in a, b) to
cancel the second and fourth terms. We might then ask if this is true for the covariant derivatives on a
1-form as well.

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)Vc = ∇a(∂bVc − Γe
bcVe)− (a↔ b)

= ∂a∂bVc − Γe
bc∂aVe − (∂aΓe

bc)Ve − Γ f
ab(∂ f Vc − Γe

f cVe)− Γ f
ac(∂bVf − Γe

b f Ve)

− ∂b∂aVc + Γe
ac∂bVe + (∂bΓe

ac)Ve + Γ f
ba(∂ f Vc − Γe

f cVe) + Γ f
bc(∂aVf − Γe

a f Ve)

It’s not quite zero (in general), but what we find after a bit of close inspection is that all the second
derivative terms cancel, and all the terms with derivatives of V also cancel.16 We’re left with products of
the Christoffel symbols and also derivatives thereof:

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)Vc = (−∂aΓe
bc + ∂bΓe

ac − Γ f
bcΓe

a f + Γ f
acΓe

b f )Ve.

Since the expression on the LHS is a tensor, the RHS must also be a tensor. (We can check this explicitly
using the transformation properties of Γ, though I don’t recommend it.)

Definition 5.1. We therefore define the curvature tensor Rabc
e by the following:

(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)Vc ≡ Rabc
eVe, (5.2)

where Rabc
e is given explicitly by

Rabc
e = −∂aΓe

bc + ∂bΓe
ac − Γ f

bcΓe
f a + Γ f

acΓe
f b.

14They are a pain to compute by hand, hence why one professor of mine once referred to them as the “Christ-awful symbols.”
15I think we can do this with Leibniz, actually. ∇c(gabgab) = (∇cgab)gab + gab∇cgab = 0 since the trace of the metric is just a

constant. If gab is not identically zero, it must be that ∇cgab vanishes.
16Actually, we could do this for a general connection without assuming that the connection is symmetric in its lower two indices.

If we do so, we pick up a term with the torsion tensor in it.
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Roughly speaking, the curvature tensor measures how much the covariant derivatives of tensors fail to
commute.17

On arbitrary tensors Tab...
cd... one can write down a rather long expression for the commutator of the

covariant derivatives:

(∇e∇ f −∇ f∇e)Tab...
cd... = Re f

a
pTpb...

cd... + Re f
b

pTap...
cd... + Re f c

pTab...
pd... + Re f d

pTab...
cp... + . . .

similar to our formula for taking individual covariant derivatives. There is no further content in computing
commutators of covariant derivatives for these arbitrary tensors, however– all the interesting physics seems
to already be captured in the curvature tensor.

The Riemann tensor (i.e. the curvature tensor with an index lowered) also has some nice symmetries
which you may like to check.

Rabcd = −Rbacd

Rabcd = −Rabdc

Rabcd = Rcdab

Rabcd + Racdb + Radbc = 0

These can be recovered from the explicit form of the curvature tensor with sufficient patience.
As a consequence of these identities, the Riemann tensor has many components (though they are

somewhat constrained by symmetry). In d dimensions, it has 1
12 d2(d2 − 1) components, so in 4 spacetime

dimensions there are 20 independent components. In d = 3 there are only 6 and in d = 2, just 1.
In general there are many, many terms one needs to work out to actually compute the Riemann tensor.

There are very nice computer programs like Mathematica which can automate the process, or if you have
some time on your hands it is a decent exercise to write the code yourself.

Definition 5.3. We also define the Ricci tensor:

Rbd ≡ Rabcdgac

where we have contracted the first and third indices of the Riemann tensor. The Ricci tensor is symmetric,
Rab = Rba.

Definition 5.4. If we contract once more, we get the Ricci scalar,

R ≡ Rabgab.

In two-dimensional calculations, R is the same as the Gaussian curvature up to a numerical factor. In
addition, since all the Christoffels for Minkowski space are zero (by virtue of being linear combinations of
derivatives of the metric), computing the Ricci scalar for Minkowski space reveals that it is zero– as we
initially stated, Minkowski space is flat.

We can now discuss geodesics, curves which extremize the proper distance between two endpoints p, q.

Definition 5.5. The proper distance along the line from p to q is given by

∫ q

p
ds =

∫ q

p

√∣∣∣∣gab
dxa

dλ

dxb

dλ

∣∣∣∣dλ

since ds2 = gabdxadxb. This is a functional of the path xa(λ) we take through the space, and when it is
extremized18 we call the resulting path a geodesic.

Geodesics generalize the concept of a straight line to curved space. For instance, a great circle is an
example of a geodesic for the surface of the Earth.

17This is only technically true for torsion-free connections. To quote Sean Carroll, “The Riemann tensor measures that part of
the commutator of covariant derivatives that is proportional to the vector field, while the torsion tensor measures the part that is
proportional to the covariant derivative of the vector field.”

18When this refers to a path length in just space it’s minimized, but when we are computing proper time it is maximized.
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Extremizing the integral of ds is hard because of the square root, so we usually just extremize
∫ q

p ds2

instead. That is, we extremize

I =
∫ q

p
gab

dxa

dλ

dxb

dλ
dλ =

∫ q

p
Ldλ.

We can write down the Euler-Lagrange equation for this Lagrangian– it is

d
dλ

(
∂L
∂ẋa

)
− ∂L

∂xa = 0

where · = ∂/∂λ. Substituting in, we find that

d
dλ

(2gab ẋb)− ∂a(gbc ẋb ẋc) = 0

or equivalently
d

dλ
(gab ẋb)− 1

2
(∂agbc)ẋb ẋc = 0,

where we have rewritten the second term since ẋb does not depend explicitly on xa (the coordinates of
where we are along the path). We now expand the first term and apply the chain rule:

0 = gab ẍb +

(
∂

∂λ
gab

)
ẋb − 1

2
∂agbc ẋb ẋc

= gab ẍb +

(
∂

∂xc gab

)
∂xc

∂λ
ẋb − 1

2
∂agbc ẋb ẋc

= gab ẍb + (∂cgab −
1
2

∂agbc)ẋb ẋc.

Note that b and c are just dummy indices, so we are free to relabel a bit and rewrite ∂cgab ẋb ẋc =
1
2 (∂cgab ẋb ẋc + ∂bgac ẋb ẋc). Using this substitution, we get

0 = gab ẍb +
1
2
(∂cgab + ∂bgac − ∂agbc)ẋb ẋc

= gaegab ẍb +
1
2

gae(∂cgab + ∂bgac − ∂agbc)ẋb ẋc

= ẍe + Γe
bc ẋb ẋc,

where we have multiplied through by gae in the second line and recognized the coefficient of ẋb ẋc as none
other than a Christoffel symbol. In Leibniz’s notation, our final result is then

d2xe

dλ2 + Γe
bc

dxb

dλ

dxc

dλ
= 0,

which we often call the geodesic equation. The name of the game is to construct the tangent vector Va to the
curve xa(λ), where Va = dxa

dλ . We can also write this in terms of the covariant derivative as

Vb∇bVa = 0,

which is also sometimes called the geodesic equation.
The contraction Vb∇b is also sometimes written in shorthand as ∇V , as it is the covariant generalization

of a directional derivative. Therefore a geodesic can be thought of as a curve such that the directional
derivative of the tangent vector with respect to that tangent vector is zero.19 Equivalently, the “parallel
transport” (which we’ll introduce shortly) of the tangent vector along the geodesic is trivial.

19To see that this need not be true for an arbitrary curve, consider walking along a path that travels straight for a bit and then
makes a sharp left. Just before the left turn, your tangent vector still points straight ahead but the directional derivative along the
path will tell you that your tangent vector is going to change very soon. This provides us with the intuition that in Euclidean space,
geodesics really are straight lines.
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Lecture 6.

Friday, October 19, 2018

Last time, we wrote down the geodesic equation. That is, we defined curves xa(s) such that

d2xa

ds2 + Γa
bc

dxb

ds
dxc

ds
= 0.

In terms of the tangent vector to the curve Va = dxa

ds , we can equivalently write

Va∇aVb = 0.

What happens if we reparametrize the curve? For instance, we could change to some new variables
s̃ = s̃(s). Then

d
ds

=
ds̃
ds

d
ds̃

and
d2

ds2 =
d2 s̃
ds2

d
ds̃

+

(
ds̃
ds

)2 d2

ds̃2 .

By rewriting in terms of s̃, we get a new version of the geodesic equation.(
ds̃
ds

)2 d2

ds̃2 xa +
d2 s̃
ds2

d
ds̃

xa +

(
ds̃
ds

)2
Γa

bc
dxb

ds̃
dxc

ds̃
= 0.

A little rearranging reveals that in terms of s̃, we get

d2xa

ds̃2 + Γa
bc

dxb

ds̃
dxc

ds̃
= −

d2 s̃2

ds2(
ds̃
ds

)2
dxa

ds̃
.

But s̃ is arbitrary, so in terms of our new tangent vector Ṽa = dxa/ds̃, we get a more general form of the
geodesic equation,

Ṽb∇bṼa = f (s)Ṽa,
where f (s) is now some arbitrary function.

Definition 6.1. If f (s) = 0, we say the geodesic is affinely parametrized. If a geodesic is affinely parametrized,
then it remains so for s̃ such that d2 s̃/ds2 = 0, e.g. for s̃ = as + b, a, b constants.

If a geodesic is affinely parametrized, then

Va∇a(VbVb) = 2VbVa∇aVb = 0

and so VbVb is constant along the geodesic. This comes from the directional derivative interpretation of the
operator Va∇a. That is, if the tangent vector to the geodesic is initially timelike(/spacelike/null) it will
remain timelike(/spacelike/null) all along the geodesic.20

Recalling how the Christoffel symbol transforms under arbitrary changes of coordinates, we find that
under xa 7→ x̃a′ ≡ x̃a′(xb), we have

Γa′
b′c′ =

∂x̃a′

∂xa
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ Γ
a
bc −

∂2 x̃a′

∂xb∂xc
∂xb

∂x̃b′
∂xc

∂x̃c′ .

Is it possible to make the new Christoffel symbol vanish in the x̃ coordinates? This is equivalent to the
condition that

∂x̃a′

∂xa Γa
bc =

∂2 x̃a′

∂xb∂xc .

Suppose we want it to vanish at xa
0. Let us choose coordinates x̃ defined by

x̃a′ = (xa − xa
0) +

1
2

Γa
bc(xb − xb

0)(xc − xc
0).

20We can expand out this calculation a little bit– write VbVb as VbVcgbc. Now ∇a(VbVcgbc) = VbVc∇a(gbc) + Vbgbc∇a(Vc) +

Vcgbc∇a(Vb) = 2Vb∇aVb since ∇a(gbc) = 0 by the metric connection condition. Therefore Va∇a(VbVb) = 2Vb(Va∇aVb) = 0 by the
geodesic equation.
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Deriving with respect to the original coordinates yields

∂x̃a

∂xe = δa
e + Γa

bc(xb − xb
0)δ

c
e + . . .

where the . . . denotes derivatives of the Christoffel symbols and we have only included terms to leading
order in xb − xb

0. If we now derive this expression for ∂x̃a

∂xe with respect to the original coordinates (e.g. ∂x f )
we find that

∂2 x̃a

∂xe∂x f = Γa
e f + derivatives of Γ.

We therefore see that

∂x̃a′

∂xa Γa
bc = Γa

bc(δ
a′
a + Γa′

b′c′(xb′ − xb′
0 )δ

c′
a ) = Γa′

bc =
∂2 x̃a′

∂xb∂xc

when xb = xb
0, so we have found coordinates where the Christoffel symbols vanish at a point of our

choosing, Γa′
b′c′(x0) = 0.

Definition 6.2. If we choose coordinates so that Γa
bc vanishes at a point, then those coordinates are called

Gaussian normal coordinates. In normal coordinates, the metric takes the form

gab = Cab + O(x− x0)
2,

where Cab is some set of constants. This choice of coordinates has forced the terms linear in x − x0 to
vanish, and by applying the Lorentz transform and rotations (and possibly a scale transformation) we can
in general diagonalize Cab so that at p,

Cab = ηab.

What we have learned is that spacetime can always be made to look like Minkowski spacetime at a given
point (up to higher-order corrections). We also call such a choice of coordinates inertial coordinates.

In normal coordinates, the geodesic equation for an affinely parametrized curve is

d2xa

ds2 = 0,

the equation of motion for a freely falling particle in Minkowski space. This confirms our intuition that a
geodesic is really a generalization of a straight line.

Of course, it’s also apparent that this equation is not covariant since it depends on our choice of
coordinates xa. In order to be coordinate-independent, we need to write this as a tensorial equation, which
is just

Va∇aVb = 0.
If we further choose VaVb = −1 (this is true for the trajectory of a massive particle) then the parametrization
s is simply the proper time along the curve.

One can now consider families of curve parametrized by both time t along the curve and another
parameter s. The tangent vectors to each geodesic are given by

Ta(s) ≡ dxa(t, s)
dt

and if we derive with respect to s instead we get a tangent vector relating neighboring geodesics,

Sa(t) ≡ dxa(t, s)
ds

,

sometimes called the deviation vector. How does Sa change as one moves along the geodesics? If we
consider

Vb ≡ (∇TS)b = Ta∇aSb

this is like the “relative velocity of geodesics” (where I’ve used ∇T to represent a directional covariant
derivative)– it measures how much the deviation vector Sa points in the direction of the tangent vector Ta.

One can equivalently define the “relative acceleration of geodesics” as

Ab ≡ (∇TV)b = Ta∇aVb.

We’ll revisit this quantity shortly.
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Lemma 6.3. Consider the following quantity:

Sa∇aTb − Ta∇aSb.

Expanding out, we find that

Sa∇aTb − Ta∇aSb = Sa(∂aTb + Γb
acTc)− Ta(∂aSb + Γb

acSc).

The terms with Christoffel symbols cancel by the symmetry of Γb
ac (since a and c are dummy indices, we can swap

them and relabel). But

Sa∂aTb = Sa ∂Tb

∂xa =
∂2xb

∂s∂t
= Ta∂aSb,

so our expression
Sa∇aTb − Ta∇aSb = 0.

This tells us that we can swap Sa and Tb through the covariant derivative so long as we keep the indices fixed.

Now what is the acceleration between neighboring geodesics,

Aa =
d2Sa

dt2 ?

Expanding out, we find that it is

d2Sa

dt2 = Tc∇c(Tb∇bSa)

= Tc(∇cSB)(∇bTa) + TcSb∇c∇bTa

= Tc(∇cSb)(∇bTa) + TcSb(∇b∇cTa + Rcb
a

dTd).

In the next step, we’ll move the Tc inside the ∇b derivative to get

Tc(∇cSb)(∇bTa) + Sb∇b(Tc∇cTa)− Sb(∇bTc)∇cTa + TcSbRcb
a

dTd.

But the second term vanishes by the geodesic equation, and the third term can be written as−Sc∇cTb∇bTa =
−Tc∇cSb∇bTa (by the identity we proved earlier) so the third term cancels the first one.

What remains is a function of the Riemann tensor. Using the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, we can
rewrite our acceleration equation as

d2Sa

dt2 = Ra
bcdTbTcSd,

which we call the equation of geodesic deviation. If the Riemann tensor is zero, then the relative velocity
between geodesics is constant. If the Riemann tensor 6= 0, then we get a “stretching force” between
neighboring geodesics, sometimes called a tidal force.

Lecture 7.

Monday, October 22, 2018

Today we’ll discuss parallel transport. Suppose xa(λ) is some parametrized curve in our space. Then we
may take a point on that curve at λ = λ0 and define a vector defined at xa(λ = λ0), called Va(λ0). Can we
define a way to smoothly slide Va along this curve?

For the curve xa(λ), take the tangent vector la ≡ dxa

dλ . Then define the parallel transport of Va(λ0) along
the curve to be the vector Vb satisfying

la∇aVb = 0. (7.1)
One may think of this as being a generalization of a geodesic, the solution to the first-order differential

equation
dxa

dλ

∂Vb(λ)

∂xa +
dxa

dλ
Γb

acVc(λ) = 0 (7.2)

or equivalently
∂Vb(λ)

∂λ
+

dxa

dλ
Γb

acVc(λ) = 0. (7.3)
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If we identify la = Va, we see that this is just the geodesic equation, i.e. a geodesic is a curve for which the
parallel transport of its tangent vector along the curve is trivial. Equivalently, the directional derivative of
the tangent vector to a geodesic along that geodesic is zero, which we could have seen before.

The general solution to Eqn. 7.3 has the form

Vb(λ) = Vb(λ0)−
∫ λ

λ0

dλ′Γb
ac(λ

′)
dxa

dλ′
Vc(λ′). (7.4)

It’s easy to check that Eqn. 7.4 solves 7.3 by taking the derivative ∂
∂λ and also checking (trivially) that

Vb(λ = λ0) = Vb(λ0). Therefore this is a solution (albeit in terms of the function we want, Vb(λ)) to our
first-order differential equation, and this can be solved to whatever order we want by iteration from λ0.

Now consider parallel-transporting a tangent vector around a small closed loop starting at xa(λ0). If the
loop is small, we can use Taylor’s theorem to look at V and Γ expanded around xa(λ0) to leading order in
powers of xa(λ)− xa(λ0). I’ll change notation from lecture a bit for (what I hope is additional) clarity. Let
me define

δxa(λ) ≡ xa(λ)− xa(λ0),

the leading-order change in xa with respect to λ about λ0.
Explicitly, we have

Vb(λ) = Vb(λ0) +
∂Vb

∂xa |λ0 δxa(λ) + O(δx2) (7.5)

and similarly

Γa
bc(λ) = Γa

bc(λ0) +
∂Γa

bc
∂xd |λ0 δxd(λ) + O(δx2). (7.6)

Now let’s write the equation of parallel transport, Eqn. 7.2, at λ = λ0. It is just

dxa

dλ

∂Vb

∂xa |λ0 +
dxa

dλ
Γb

ac(λ0)Vc(λ0) = 0,

and if the velocity dxa

dλ is nonzero at λ = λ0, we can divide through to get

∂Vb

∂xa |λ0 + Γb
ac(λ0)Vc(λ0) = 0.

If we now substitute this expression for ∂Vb

∂xa into our Taylor expansion for Vb, to lowest order in δx(λ)
we have (after a quick relabeling of a and c)

Vb(λ) = Vb(λ0)− Γb
ac(λ0)Va(λ0)δxc(λ). (7.7)

We can then plug our expressions 7.7 and 7.6 for V and Γ and into our general solution to find

Vb(λ) = Vb(λ0)−
∫ λ

λ0

dλ′
dxa

dλ′

[
Γb

ac(λ0) +
∂Γb

ac
∂xd |λ0 δxd(λ′) + . . .

] [
Vc(λ0)− Γc

e f Ve(λ0)δx f (λ′)
]

Evaluating this to lowest (interesting) order, i.e. terms linear in δxa(λ′), we get

Vb(λ) = Vb(λ0)−
∫ λ

λ0

dλ′
dxa

dλ′
|λ0

(
Γb

ac(λ0)Vc(λ0) + δxd(λ′)

[
∂Γb

ae
∂xd |λ0 Ve(λ0)− Γb

ac(λ0)Γc
de(λ0)Ve(λ0)

])
using the fact that Γ is symmetric in its lower two indices and all indices except for b are dummy indices
which can be relabeled.

If we now integrate around a closed loop, we know that∫ λ

λ0

dλ′
dxa

dλ′
=
∮

dxa = xa| f inal
initial = 0,

so we can write∫ λ

λ0

dλ′(xd(λ′)− xd(λ0))
dxa

dλ′
=
∫ λ

λ0

dλ′
(
−dxd

dλ′
xa(λ′)

)
+ boundary terms,
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using integration by parts. But it follows that this first term is zero around a closed loop so∫ λ

λ0

dλ′(xd(λ′)− xd(λ0))
dxa

dλ′
=
∫ λ

λ0

dλ′(−dxd

dλ′
(xa(λ′)− xa(λ0)).

We find that this integral is antisymmetric under interchange a ↔ d. If we antisymmetrize over a ↔ d
inside the square bracket term, we arrive at

Vb(λ)−Vb(λ0) = −
1
2

∫
dλ′[xd(λ′)− xd(λ0)]

dxa

dλ′

[
∂Γb

ae
∂xd −

∂Γb
de

∂xa − Γb
acΓc

de + Γb
dcΓc

ae

]
λ0

Ve(λ0).

But we recognize (okay, we could with enough experience recognize) that the term in square brackets is
just the Riemann tensor evaluated at λ0, so that our expression simplifies to

∆Vb = Vb(λ)−Vb(λ0) = −
1
2

Rb
cde(λ0)Vc(λ0)

∮
xd dxe

dλ′
dλ′.

We may interpret this equation as telling us that the change in the vector V as we go around a closed loop
is in general not zero– instead, it is proportional to the Riemann tensor at the starting point λ0 and the area
of the loop

∮
xd dxe

dλ′ dλ′.
Curvature therefore tells you how vectors change under a general parallel transport. In Minkowski

space, we can pick coordinates where the Γa
bc = 0, and then vectors do not change under parallel transport.

We may note that the Riemann tensor obeys the Bianchi identity (technically the second Bianchi identity).
Recall that the Riemann tensor takes the form

Ra
bcd = ∂cΓa

db − ∂dΓa
cb + Γ f

bcΓa
f c − Γ f

bcΓa
f d.

We might want to know how to compute derivatives of the Riemann tensor, e.g. ∇cRa
bcd =?

This would be pretty awful to compute by hand, as it would have many terms as we expand out each
of the Γs. Let’s be a little more clever. Choose normal coordinates so that Γa

bc = 0. Note that this doesn’t
in general mean that the derivatives ∂aΓ or ∂2Γ also vanish. Nevertheless, we can see schematically that
∇eRa

bcd will have terms like

∇eRa
bcd = ∂2Γ, (∂Γ)Γ, Γ∂Γ, Γ3.

But in normal coordinates, all except the first of these have Γs in them and must vanish! Therefore we need
only consider the terms which are second derivatives of Γ. Namely,

∇eRa
bcd = ∂e∂cΓa

db − ∂e∂dΓa
cb.

Under relabeling of the indices we get the similar expressions

∇cRa
bde = ∂c∂dΓa

eb − ∂c∂eΓa
db

and

∇dRa
bec = ∂d∂eΓa

cb − ∂d∂cΓa
eb.

Adding these up and using the fact that partial derivatives commute, we see that all the terms cancel and
we are left with

∇eRa
bcd +∇cRa

bde +∇dRa
bec = 0.

This vanishes in Gaussian normal coordinates and is a tensor, so it vanishes in all coordinate systems.
We can also contract some indices, for instance a and c. Recall we defined the Ricci tensor, Rbd = Ra

bad.
Then contracting, we get

∇eRbd +∇aRa
bde −∇dRbe = 0,

where we’ve used the antisymmetry of the Riemann tensor in its last two indices, Rabcd = −Rabdc. This...
isn’t great yet. Let’s contract b and e, multiplying through by gbe The last term will give us the Ricci scalar
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R = Rabgab, and so we’ll get the final expression

0 = ∇bRb
d +∇aRa

d −∇dR

= ∇aRa
b −

1
2
∇bR

= ∇aRacgbc −
1
2
∇aRgacgbc

= gbc∇aGac,

where Gab is the Einstein tensor,

Gab ≡ Rab − 1
2

Rgab.

Thus we see that the Einstein tensor, as the name suggests, is a natural object to use when we are trying to
link the energy content of space (as captured in the stress-energy tensor Tab) with the curvature of space as
described by Gab. Since the stress-energy tensor obeys a conservation law, ∇aTab = 0, we might naïvely
guess that the Einstein equations should take the form Gab ∝ Tab since ∇aGab = 0. This turns out to be
basically correct, except that we could also include something proportional to the metric gab itself, since
∇agab = 0 by metric compatibility. The right expression is Gab + Λgab = 8πTab, where Λ is known as the
cosmological constant.

Non-lectured aside: Riemann tensor and parallel transport around a loop I was dissatisfied with the
proof that the change in V after parallel transport around a loop is proportional to the Riemann tensor.
Therefore, here is an alternate proof which I find more convincing, based on an exercise from Sean Carroll’s
Spacetime and Geometry.21

Consider the following path.We’d like to compute the parallel transport of a generic vector V from
A→ B→ C → D → A and show that the difference between the initial and final vectors is proportional
to both the area of the loop δaδb and the corresponding components of the Riemann tensor. To make our
lives easier, we’ll just compute the parallel transport from A→ B→ C and take advantage of symmetry to
recover the other half of the path. That said, how should we go about doing this computation?

First, I’ll turn to Carroll’s Appendix I on the “parallel propagator” for some useful background and
notation. Carroll writes:

We begin by noticing that for some path γ : λ→ xσ(λ), solving the parallel transport equation for
a vector Vµ amounts to finding a matrix Pµ

ρ(λ, λ0), which relates the vector at its initial value
Vµ(λ0) to its value somewhere later down the path:

Vµ(λ) = Pµ
ρ(λ, λ0). (7.8)

Of course the matrix Pµ
ρ(λ, λ0), known as the parallel propagator, depends on the path γ

(although it’s hard to find a notation that indicates this without making γ look like an index). If we
define

Aµ
ρ(λ) = −Γµ

σρ
dxσ

dλ
,

where the quantities on the right-hand side are evaluated at xν(λ), then the parallel transport
equation becomes

d
dλ

Vµ = Aµ
ρVρ. (7.9)

Since the parallel propagator must work for any vector, substituting 7.8 into 7.9 shows that
Pµρ(λ, λ0) also obeys this equation:

d
dλ

Pµ
ρ(λ, λ0) = Aµ

σ(λ)Pσ
ρ(λ, λ0).

To solve this equation, first integrate both sides:

Pµ
ρ (λ, λ0) = δ

µ
ρ +

∫ λ

λ0

Aµ
σ(η)Pσ

ρ(η, λ0)dη.

21Chapter 3, Exercise 7, page 148.
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The rest of this appendix goes to show that the full solution for the parallel propagator is in fact a
path-ordered (cf. time-ordered) exponential– in fact, it is the general relativity version of Dyson’s formula
from quantum field theory, with the Aµ

σs taking the place of copies of the interaction Hamiltonian. This is
a very neat connection but won’t actually help us finish the proof, so I direct you to Carroll if you would
like the details. For our purposes, the first-order version of P will suffice (i.e. up to a single integral dη).

What is the parallel propagator Pµ
ρ(A→ B)? By our first-order expression, it is simply

Pµ
ρ(A→ B) = δ

µ
ρ +

∫ λ

λ0

Aµ
σ(η)Pσ

ρ(η, 0)dη

= δ
µ
ρ +

∫ δa

0

(
Γµ

νσ(A)
dxν

dx1

)
(δσ

ρ )dx1

= δ
µ
ρ +

∫ δa

0
(−Γµ

νρ(A)δν
1)dx1

= δ
µ
ρ − Γµ

1ρ(A)δa,

where I have explicitly performed the integration along the path A→ B.
To go from the first line to the second line, I have used the fact that we are only interested in the leading

order behavior in δa. Since I know we will already get a factor of δa from the integration, one can see
that Taylor expanding the Γ in Aµ

σ would end up giving us an O(δa2) term, so it suffices to just take Γ
evaluated at A (we’ll see in the transport B → C an example where this is crucially not the case). The
somewhat unusual δν

1 comes from the fact I am also using the coordinate x1 as my integration parameter η.
We can now play the same game to compute the parallel propagator Pν

µ(B→ C): it is

Pν
µ(B→ C) = δν

µ +
∫ δb

0
(−Γν

σµ(B)δσ
2 )dx2

= δν
µ −

∫ δb

0

[
Γν

σµ(A) +
∂

∂x1 Γν
σµ(A)δa

]
δσ

2 dx2

= δν
µ − Γν

2µ(A)δb−
∂Γν

2µ

∂x1 δaδb.

Finally, we put it all together:

Vν(C) = Pν
µ(B→ C)Pµ

ρ(A→ B)Vρ

= Pν
µ(B→ C)

[
δ

µ
ρ − Γµ

1ρ(A)δa
]

Vρ

= Pν
µ(B→ C)

[
Vµ − Γµ

1ρ(A)Vρδa
]

=

[
δν

µ − Γν
2µ(A)δb−

∂Γν
2µ

∂x1 δaδb

] [
Vµ − Γµ

1ρ(A)Vρδa
]

= Vν(A)− Γν
2µ(A)Vµδb− δν

µΓµ
1ρ(A)Vρδa−Vµ

∂Γν
2µ(A)

∂x1 δaδb + Γν
2µΓµ

1ρVρδaδb + O(δa2, δb2)

= Vν(A)− Γν
2µ(A)Vµδb− Γν

1µ(A)Vµδa + δaδb

(
−Vµ

∂Γν
2µ(A)

∂x1 + Γν
2µΓµ

1ρVρ

)
.

That seems like a pretty long result! In fact, things are nicer than they seem. Instead of having to repeat
this calculation C → D → A to get us home, we simply note that A→ D → C is just the calculation we did
with x1 ↔ x2 and δa↔ δb. Taking the negative of the resulting expression after this relabeling (if the loop
is small) gives us C → D → A. That is,

Vν(A→ B→ C → D → A)−Vν(A) = Vν(A→ B→ C)−Vν(A→ D → C).

We see that under the exchange x1 ↔ x2 and δa↔ δb, the terms linear in δa, δb will go away, as will the
zeroth order term. What is left after a bit of relabeling is

Vν(A→ B→ C → D → A) = δaδbVµ
(

∂2Γν
1µ − ∂1Γν

2µ + Γν
2σΓσ

1µ − Γν
1σΓσ

2µ

)
= δaδbVµ(−Rν

µ12).
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Just as before, we have found that the difference between parallel transporting in one order versus the other
is proportional to the Riemann tensor and to the area of the loop.

Lecture 8.

Wednesday, October 24, 2018

In Newtonian gravity, a matter density ρ instantaneously sources a gravitational potential by Laplace’s
equation,

∇2φ = 4πGρ,
where G = 6.67× 10−8 cm3g−1s−2. Note that this is a second-order differential equation.

In general relativity, we have instead the metric gab which has 10 components, and Tab, the energy-
momentum tensor which also has 10 components, with T00 the energy density. In special relativity, the
energy-momentum tensor was conserved,∂aTab = 0. The equivalent of this in general relativity is the
covariant derivative,

∇aTab = 0.
In general all our equations of motion are second-order. One needs only to specify two boundary

conditions, e.g. position and velocity, and then the equations can be solved. What is the equivalent of the
Newtonian equation for gravity? Looking for quantities which transform in the correct way, with Tab as the
equivalent of the matter density ρ, the only thing we can cook up is the Einstein tensor:

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 8πGTab.

Note that

∇a(Rab − 1
2

gabR) = 0

by the Bianchi identities, so Tab is indeed conserved.Experimentally, we think that Λ = 111× 10−56cm2.
Note that Λ has the effect of globally modifying the Ricci scalar by a constant, which is equivalent to setting
the background curvature of our spacetime.

Definition 8.1. Let us introduce the Levi-Civita symbol (also known as the alternating symbol). For n
dimensions, we have the tensor

ηa1 ...an

such that

ηa1 ...an =

{
+1 if a1 . . . an is an even permutation of 1, . . . n
−1 if a1 . . . an is an odd permutation of 1, . . . n.

This is a generalization of our familiar εijk symbol. Note that for any matrix Ma
b , one can define the

determinant in terms of ηa1 ...an det M = ηb1 ...bn Mb1
a1 Mb2

a2 . . . Mbn
an .

Let us choose the specific matrix

Mb
a =

∂xb

∂x̃a

That is, M now represents the tensor component transformation factors for some change in coordinates
xa → x̃a. Then

ηa1 ...an det M = ηb1 ...bn

∂xb1

∂x̃a1
. . .

∂xbn

∂x̃an
.

Rearranging a bit,22 we have

ηa1 ...an = det(M−1)ηb1 ...bn

∂xb1

∂x̃a1
. . .

∂xbn

∂x̃an
.

This last bit looks like a good tensorial transformation, but the factor of the determinant spoils it. Therefore
η is not a tensor; rather, it is a tensor density.

22This follows since determinants are multiplicative– all this says is that 1 = det(I) = det(M−1 M) = det(M−1)det(M) =⇒
det(M−1) = (det M)−1). Don’t worry too much about the c and d indices floating around– they are just there to remind us which
coordinates we are taking the derivative with respect to.
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We can fix this, though. Consider the metric tensor gab. It transforms under an arbitrary coordinate
transformation as

gab 7→ g̃ab =
∂xc

∂x̃a
∂xd

∂x̃b gcd = Mc
a Md

b gcd.

Taking determinants of both sides23 we get

det g̃ = (det M)2(det g).

Taking square roots of both sides (and taking the absolute value of all terms, since we don’t a priori know
the sign of det g) we get √

|det g̃| = |det M|
√
|det g|.

Thus we see that
εa1,...,an ≡

√
|det g|ηa1 ...an

is a tensor since the factors of det M and det(M−1) then cancel. We call this the alternating tensor and
equivalently write

εa1 ...an = g1/2ηa1 ...an ,

where we have defined24

g1/2 ≡
√
|det gab|. (8.2)

Let’s also recall that the volume element dnx transforms as

dnx 7→ dn x̃ =

∣∣∣∣det
∂x̃a

∂xb

∣∣∣∣ dnx = |det(M−1)|dnx.

But dnx = dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn, which is really a differential n-form– since it is totally antisymmetric (this
just says the volume element is sensitive to orientation) it can be written25

1
n!

ηa1 ...an dxa1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxan .

It’s apparent that the volume element then transforms as a tensor density like η. To make it transform as a
tensor, we could instead write

1
n!

εa1 ...an dxa1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxan ,

where εa1 ...an dxa1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxan = g1/2dnx is now invariant. As a result, we call g1/2dnx the invariant volume
element and we can for instance integrate a scalar Φ as∫

Φg1/2dnx,

where the integral is now independent of the coordinate system.
With our invariant volume element in hand, we’ll now discuss Stokes’s (or Gauss’s, or Ostragradsky’s)

theorem. We want to write the volume integral∫
Σ
∇aVag1/2dnx

over a region Σ as an integral over the boundary ∂Σ. Let us choose coordinates such that ∂Σ is a surface of
xn constant (we are in n spacetime dimensions), and then take gab to be of the form

gab =

(
γij 0
0 N2

)
where i, j ∈= 1, . . . , n− 1. Now define na to be a unit normal vector to ∂Σ,

na ≡ (0, 0, . . . , 0, N)

23Just think of g as a 4× 4 matrix.
24It’s important to note that g1/2 is a numerical factor, but it obviously depends on what spacetime point you’re looking at. Don’t

let the notation fool you into thinking it’s a constant.
25In changing to the tensor notation, we can throw in an η almost free since the wedge product is by definition antisymmetric over

all its indices, and when we antisymmetrize something that is already antisymmetric, we pick up a factor of 1/n!.
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with na = (0, 0, . . . , 1/N). Since the metric gab is block diagonal, the inverse metric is then

gab =

(
γij 0
0 1/N2

)
We can now state Stokes’s theorem.

Theorem 8.3. For a vector field Va defined over some region Σ with boundary ∂Σ,∫
Σ
∇aVag1/2dnx =

∫
∂Σ

naVaγ1/2dn−1x.

That is, the integral of the divergence ∇aVa over a region Σ is equal to the integral of the flux naVa over the boundary
∂Σ.

Let’s begin by evaluating the covariant derivative in the volume integral. It is just

∇aVa = ∂aVa + Γa
acVc,

and since the Christoffel symbols are given by

Γa
bc =

1
2

gad(−∂dgbc + ∂bgcd + ∂cgbd),

we find that the relevant Christoffel is

Γa
ac =

1
2

gad(−∂dgac + ∂agcd + ∂cgad).

These first two terms cancel by the symmetry of gad, so we’re left with

Γa
ac =

1
2

gad∂cgad. (8.4)

To evaluate this, we will need the following lemma:

Lemma 8.5. For a symmetric matrix g,

det g = exp Tr ln g.

This is sometimes written in terms of exponentials as exp(Tr g) = det(exp g).

Proof. If g is symmetric, then it can be diagonalized as D = OT gO, with O some orthogonal matrix and D
the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of g– equivalently, g = ODOT . Note that det(g) = det(ODOT) =
det D det(O)2 = det D since O is orthogonal (det O = ±1). Then

exp Tr ln g = exp Tr ln ODOT

= exp Tr(ln O + ln D + ln OT)

= exp Tr(ln(OOT) + ln D)

= exp Tr(ln I + ln D)

= exp Tr(ln D)

= exp ∑
i

ln λi

= Πiλi = det D = det g.

Note that the matrix logarithm coincides with the ordinary element-wise logarithm for diagonal matrices.
Therefore exp Tr ln g = det g. �
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Now we can evaluate our Christoffel symbol:

Γa
ac =

1
2

gad∂cgad

=
1
2

Tr[g−1∂cg]

=
1
2

Tr[∂c ln g]

=
1
2

∂c ln det g

= ∂c ln
√
|det g|

where to get from the third to fourth line, we have used our lemma 8.5. Note that the partial derivative ∂c
and the trace commute since ∂c is linear.

We now see that

Γa
ac = ∂c ln

√
|det g| = 1

2
∂c det g

det g
, (8.6)

and therefore the divergence ∇aVa can be written as

∇aVa = ∂aVa +
1
2

∂a det g
det g

Va. (8.7)

Lemma 8.8.
∂a(g1/2Va) = g1/2(∇aVa).

Proof. By a quick computation,

∂a(g1/2Va) = g1/2∂aVa + Va∂a(g1/2)

= g1/2∂aVa + Va 1
2g1/2 ∂a det g

= g1/2
(

∂aVa +
1
2

∂a det g
det g

Va
)

= g1/2∇aVa. �

Using Lemma 8.8, we can rewrite the volume integral and integrate over dxn using the ordinary
divergence theorem, since we are now working with a regular partial derivative:∫

Σ
∇aVag1/2dnx =

∫
Σ

∂a(g1/2Va)dx1dx2 . . . dxn

=
∫

∂Σ
V“n′′g1/2dx1 . . . dxn−1

=
∫

∂Σ
V“n′′N(det γ)1/2dx1 . . . dxn−1

=
∫

∂Σ

(
1
N

naVa
)

N(det γ)1/2dx1 . . . dxn−1

=
∫

∂Σ
naVa(det γ)1/2dx1 . . . dxn−1,

where V“n′′ indicates the nth component of V. This equation is covariant, so it is true in general:∫
Σ
∇aVag1/2dnx =

∫
∂Σ

naVaγ1/2dn−1x,

with γ1/2dn−1x the volume element on ∂Σ.26 �

26There is a very nice way to write Stokes’s theorem in terms of differentials and differential forms. See Carroll Appendix E for
the proof.
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Lecture 9.

Friday, October 26, 2018

Today we’ll discuss the action principle for general relativity. Last time, we wrote the Einstein equations,

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 8πGTab.

However, their definition was basically by fiat– here are some quantities that we can equate nicely so the
appropriate conservation laws hold. It would be nice to see these equations emerge from some sort of
Lagrangian formalism, so that it is easier to introduce arbitrary fields other than gravity into a curved
spacetime. In fact, we can write down an action for our theory: it is

I =
1

16πG

∫
M
(R− 2Λ)g1/2d4x︸ ︷︷ ︸

Einstein-Hilbert action

+
∫

Lmatterg1/2d4x︸ ︷︷ ︸
arbitrary matter contribution

.

For this to give us the Einstein equations when the action is stationary, we’ll need the condition that
δI = 0 as we vary the metric,

gab 7→ gab + hab

for hab a small perturbation. Since hab is small, we need only keep terms linear in hab.
Recall the inverse metric is defined by

gabgbc = δa
c ,

so in the perturbed metric, we see that the inverse metric must go to

gab 7→ gab − hab

since
(gab − hab)(gbc + hbc) = δa

c − ha
c + ha

c + O(h2) = δa
c .

Note that tensor manipulations (e.g. raising and lowering indices) are carried out using the unperturbed
metric gab.

Now how does g1/2 vary? It can be rewritten as

g1/2 =
√
|det gab|

=
√
| exp tr ln gab|

= exp
(

1
2

tr ln gab

)
,

so under a perturbation it becomes

g1/2 → exp
(

1
2

tr ln(gab + hab)

)
= exp

(
1
2

tr ln gac(δ
c
b + hc

b)

)
= exp

(
1
2

tr(ln gab + ln(δc
b + hc

b))

)
= g1/2 exp

(
1
2

tr(hc
b)

)
= g1/2 exp

(
1
2

h
)

≈ g1/2
(

1 +
1
2

h
)
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where we have defined h ≡ hc
c as the trace of our perturbation hab and discarded all terms of order h2. We

conclude that the variation of g1/2 is then

δg1/2 = g1/2 1
2

h.

Now what is the variation of the Ricci scalar? By the Leibniz rule, we can write it in terms of the variation
of the inverse metric and the variation of the Ricci tensor:

δR = δ(Rabgab) = δRabgab + Rabδgab = δRabgab − Rabhab.

The variation of the Ricci tensor clearly depends on the variation of the Christoffel symbols Γa
bc, since

Rce = ∂bΓb
ce − ∂eΓb

cb + Γb
c f Γ f

ce − Γb
e f Γ f

cb.

The Christoffel symbols in terms of the original metric are

Γa
bc =

1
2

gad(−∂dgbc + ∂bgcd + ∂cgbd)

and under the perturbation g + h we have

Γa
bc(g + h) =

1
2
(gad − had)(−∂d(gbc + hbc) + ∂b(gcd + hcd) + ∂c(gbd + hbd))

= Γa
bc(g) +

1
2

(
gad(−∂dhbc + ∂bhcd + ∂chbd) + h∂g

)
.

But since the difference between two connections is a tensor, the whole second term here must be a tensor
and in particular the h∂g term must be made of Christoffel symbols, so it vanishes (equivalently, in normal
coordinates the first derivatives of g are all zero at a point).

If we now pretend we were doing this calculation in normal coordinates all along (okay, we change to
normal coordinates at each point), the derivatives of g vanish and we can replace the partial derivatives
with the covariant derivatives to get

Γa
bc(g + h) = Γa

bc(g) +
1
2

gad (−∇dhbc +∇bhcd +∇chbd) .

Therefore the variation in the Christoffel symbols is in general

δΓa
bc = −

1
2
∇ahbc +

1
2
∇bha

c +
1
2
∇cha

b,

which we can easily check is symmetric under b↔ c.
Then the variation of the Ricci tensor is

δRce = ∂bδΓb
ce − ∂eδΓb

bc + (ΓδΓ)

= ∇bδΓb
ce −∇eδΓb

bc

=
1
2
(−∇b∇bhce +∇b∇chb

e +∇b∇ehb
c −∇c∇eh),

where the ΓδΓ terms have vanished since Γ = 0 in normal coordinates, and we have again promoted ∂b to
∇b. We arrive at the variation of the Ricci scalar,

δR = δ(Rabgab)

= δRabgab + Rabδgab

= δRabgab − Rabhab

=
1
2

gce(−∇d∇dhce +∇d∇chd
e +∇d∇ehd

c −∇c∇eh)− Rabhab

= −∇d∇dh +∇d∇chcd − Rabhab.

Putting it all together we have the variation of the action,

δIgrav =
1

16πG

∫
M

g1/2g4x
[
−∇d(∇dh) +∇d(∇ehde)− Rabhab +

1
2

hR−Λh
]
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Using Gauss’s theorem as proved last time, we rewrite the first two terms as∫
∂M

dΣ(−∇dh +∇ehde)nd.

That is, the first two terms in our integral over all spacetime are total derivatives ∇d evaluated on the
“boundary” of our spacetime. Therefore we assume they are irrelevant and vanish as we take the space to
be infinitely large.27 Thus if we rewrite the traces as h = habgab and require that the variation of the action
vanishes for all hab, we recover

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 0,

the Einstein equations in the absence of matter. Taking the variation of the matter term is much simpler:

Imatter =
∫

Lmatterg1/2d4x =⇒ δImatter =
∫ 1

2
Tabhabg1/2d4x,

so we get a stress-energy term Tab. This expression defines the energy-momentum tensor of any matter–
note that Tab is always symmetric since hab is symmetric and the indices are fully contracted. In QFT, we
defined the energy-momentum tensor a little differently using Noether’s theorem for translations in time
and space, but that energy-momentum tensor is not guaranteed to be symmetric. If Tab is symmetric, then
taking the covariant derivative of the Einstein equations gives

8πG∇aTa
b = ∇a(Rab −

1
2

Rgab) +∇bΛ = 0

by the Bianchi identity and the fact that Λ is a constant.

Example 9.1. One can write a specific action for the matter term. Consider

Imatter =
∫ [
−1

2
gab∂aφ∂bφ− 1

2
m2φ2 − 1

4!
λφ4

]
g1/2d4x.

Note we’ve chosen the signs here so that in Minkowski space (gab = ηab), the kinetic term is positive,
1
2 φ̇2 > 0. One can then derive the corresponding energy-momentum tensor,

Tab = ∂aφ∂bφ− 1
2

gab

[
(∂φ)2 + m2φ2 +

λ

4!
φ4
]

,

Lecture 10.

Monday, October 29, 2018

Last time, we mentioned in passing that there is an action associated to the matter in our space,

Imatter =
∫

g1/2d4xLmatter.

For instance, for a scalar field φ in φ4 theory we might have the action28

Imatter =
∫

g1/2d4x
[

1
2

gab∂aφ∂bφ− 1
2

m2φ2 − 1
4

λφ4
]

.

To get these action terms, we can simply import Lagrangians for various field directly from quantum field
theory and integrate over spacetime using our invariant volume measure, g1/2d4x. Now the field φ itself is

27This won’t always be valid, but it is here.
28I think in lecture there was a minus sign in front of the kinetic term. But this means there’s a minus sign in the kinetic term of

the stress-energy tensor, which would be no good. So I’ve changed the action here to be consistent with the usual definition of φ4

theory.
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invariant under variation of the metric, so recalling from last time that δg1/2 = g1/2 1
2 h, we find that the

action for the matter becomes

Imatter(gab + hab) =
∫

g1/2(1 +
1
2

h)d4x
[

1
2
(gab + hab)∂aφ∂bφ− 1

2
m2φ2 − 1

4
λφ4

]
= I(gab) +

∫
g1/2d4x

[
1
2

hab∂aφ∂bφ +
1
2

h
(

1
2

gab∂aφ∂bφ− 1
2

m2φ2 − 1
4

λφ4
)]

+ O(h2)

= I(gab) +
∫

g1/2d4x
[

1
2

hab∂aφ∂bφ +
1
2

habgab

(
1
2

gcd∂cφ∂dφ− 1
2

m2φ2 − 1
4

λφ4
)]

=⇒ δI =
∫

g1/2d4x
[

1
2

hab∂aφ∂bφ +
1
2

habgab

(
1
2

gcd∂cφ∂dφ− 1
2

m2φ2 − 1
4

λφ4
)]

Since δI =
∫ 1

2 Tabhabg1/2d4x, we see that the corresponding energy-momentum tensor is therefore

Tab = ∂aφ∂bφ +
1
2

gab(∂cφ∂dφgcd −m2φ2 − 1
2

λφ4).

The equation for motion for φ (from the regular Euler-Lagrange equations w.r.t. variations of the fields, i.e.
δL
δφ = ∂a

δL
δ∂aφ ) is

−�φ + m2φ + λφ3 = 0,
where the � operator is ∇a∇a, the Laplacian in curved space, and we have promoted partial derivatives to
covariant derivatives.29

We can calculate ∇aTab to get

�φ∂bφ +∇cφ∇c∇bφ +∇bφ∇c∇cφ−m2φ∇bφ− λφ3∇bφ

where the second and third terms cancel,so we see that

∇aTab = −∇bφ× (equation of motion) = 0.

Thus the energy-momentum tensor is conserved by the equations of motion.
Suppose m2 < 0 and look for solutions of the field equations that are constant,

φ2 = −m2/λ.

Then Tab takes the form

Tab = −1
2

gab(−m2 m2

λ
+

λ

2
m4

λ2 ) = −
1
4

gab
m4

λ
.

This is what happens in the Higgs mechanism. However, note that the stress-energy tensor is proportional
to gab only and is therefore equivalent to a cosmological constant. That is, from the Einstein equations

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 8πGTab,

we get a contribution to Λ of

−8πG
(

1
4

m4

λ

)
However, Λ has a length scale of 1028 cm, whereas m4/λ has a weak interaction scale of 1015 cm, so there
is a 43 orders of magnitude conflict between the value of the vacuum energy predicted by the Higgs
mechanism and the value experimentally observed. There is no known solution to this problem.

What about the action of the electromagnetic field? For this field, we have an associated action given by

Iem = −1
4

∫
d4xg1/2FabFab = −1

4

∫
d4xg1/2FabFcdgacgbd.

Here, the Maxwell tensor is given as usual by Fab ≡ ∂a Ab − ∂b Aa with Aa the electromagnetic four-potential.
As the metric is varied, we take δAa to be zero and find the variation

δIem = −1
4

∫
d4xg1/2[−2hacgbdFabFcd +

1
2

gabFcdFcdhab].

29In Minkowski space, this is sometimes called the d’Alembertian.
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We find that the corresponding stress-energy tensor is

Tab = FacFb
c − 1

4
gabFcdFcd.

It’s a simple exercise to check that ∇aTab = 0 if ∇aFbc +∇bFca +∇cFab = 0 (the Bianchi identity) and
∇aFab = 0.30

Let’s now examine some symmetries of the Einstein equation. In the absence of matter, we have

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 0.

If Λ = 0 as well, then one solution is the Minkowski spacetime,

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2.

In Minkowski spacetime, the metric is constant and so all the Christoffel symbols vanish, Γa
bc = 0, and thus

all the nice tensors and scalars we cooked up also vanish,

Ra
bcd = Rab = R = 0.

Note that the Minkowski metric is therefore invariant under translations, spatial rotations, and Lorentz
transformations.

What if we consider a spacetime where Λ > 0? Can we still find a maximally symmetric space for such
a Λ? The answer is yes– it is called de Sitter space, and the solution looks like

ds2 = Ω2(t)(−dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2),

where Ω cannot depend on x, y, z to preserve rotational invariance but it may depend on t.
Note that the Einstein equations in vacuum take the nice form

0 = gab(Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab)

= R− 1
2

R(4) + 4Λ

=⇒ R = 4Λ,

30Let’s check this explicitly. First, we raise the indices on Tab to get

Tab = Fa
cFbc − 1

4
gabFcd Fcd

= FacFb
c −

1
4

gabFcd Fcd.

When we take the derivative, we find that this first term becomes

∇a(FacFb
c) = Fac∇a Fb

c,

since Maxwell’s equations say that ∇a Fab = 0. We find that

∇aTab = Fac∇a Fb
c −

1
4

gab∇a(Fcd Fcd).

The −1/4 term will take a bit of massaging to get what we want– we’ll need Bianchi to compute it. This becomes

− 1
4

gab∇a(Fcd Fcd) = − 1
4

gab[(∇a Fcd)Fcd + Fcd∇a Fcd]

= − 1
2

gab(∇a Fcd)Fcd

= − 1
2

gab(−∇c Fda −∇dFac)Fcd

= − 1
2
(−∇cFd

b −∇d Fb
c)Fcd.

Note the only real free index here is b, so everything else can be relabeled and reshuffled. This first term becomes

− 1
2
(∇cFb

d)Fcd = − 1
2

Fac∇a Fb
c,

which is −1/2 of the original first term. Similarly, this second term becomes

1
2
(∇dFb

c)Fcd = − 1
2
(∇dFb

c)Fdc = − 1
2

Fac∇a Fb
c,

after some index shuffling and relabeling, which is simply another −1/2 of the original first term. Thanks to Bianchi, we see that it all
cancels and ∇aTab = 0, so the stress-energy tensor is conserved for the Maxwell Lagrangian, as it must be.
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so the Einstein equations become
Rab = Λgab.

Then using a result from the future (see Lecture 12, Eqn. 12.1)31

�Ω = −2
3

ΛΩ3

where � is the flat space wave operator

� = − ∂2

∂t2 +∇2.

Letting · = ∂
∂t , we have

Ω̈ =
2
3

ΛΩ3.

We can solve by multiplying by Ω̇ and integrating,

Ω̇Ω̈ =
2
3

ΛΩ3Ω̇ =⇒ 1
2

Ω̇2 =
1
6

ΛΩ4.

We conclude that

Ω̇ =

√
Λ
3

Ω2,

and integrating again we write
Ω̇
Ω2 = ±

√
Λ
3

=⇒ 1
Ω

= ∓
√

Λ
3

t.

It follows that Ω2 = 3
Λt2 , so our de Sitter metric is

ds2 =
3

Λt2 (−dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

The limit Λ → 0 is pathological, but as t → 0 the metric coefficients blow up. We call this a coordinate
singularity (as opposed to a curvature singularity, like in the r → 0 limit of Schwarzschild). All this tells us
is that this set of coordinates don’t work towards t→ 0. The only way to tell in general if a divergence is a
curvature singularity is to directly show that some curvature scalar diverges, e.g. R→ ∞.32 Conversely, we
can get rid of coordinate singularities by an appropriate change of coordinates.

To see that this coordinate singularity is nothing serious, suppose we invent the new coordinate T given
by

t =

√
3
Λ

e
√

Λ/3T .

Then dt in terms of dT is
dt = dTe

√
Λ/3T ,

In the new coordinates, the metric takes the form

ds2 = −dT2 + e−2
√

Λ/3T(dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

Those of you with previous relativity experience might recognize this as a Friedman-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) universe– interpreted physically, this is simply a flat-space universe where space contracts as T
increases.

But we could have alternatively defined a coordinate T̃ such that

t =

√
3
Λ

e−
√

Λ/3T̃ .

We’d get a similar metric to before, but now space is expanding:

ds2 = −dT̃2 + e2
√

Λ/3T̃(dx2 + dy2 + dz2),

31No, I don’t know why he assumed we knew this. We won’t prove it for another two lectures.
32Actually, we can have singular spacetimes even when all the scalar polynomials we can write down from contractions of Rabcd

are perfectly well-behaved. Spacetimes with curvature singularities are only a subset of singular spacetimes. See Hawking and Ellis
Ch. 8 for more details.
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which says that space is expanding as T̃ increases. What’s gone wrong? All that’s happened is that our
new “time” coordinates T, T̃ don’t describe the entire spacetime. Note that as T → −∞, t → 0 and as
T̃ → +∞, t→ 0.

Our two different metrics, one in T, x, y, z and one in T̃, x, y, z, both represent solutions of Einstein’s
equations. But both come from the same original metric, so they seem to describe different parts of
spacetime. We’d like to have a single set of coordinates which is good everywhere. Can we do this?

Let us define coordinates X, Y, Z, V + W such that

T =

√
3
Λ

ln
V + W√

3/Λ

x =

√
3
Λ

X
V + W

y =

√
3
Λ

Y
V + W

y =

√
3
Λ

Z
V + W

.

We also impose the following constraint:

−V2 + W2 + X2 + Y2 + Z2 = 3/Λ,

which defines a surface in five-dimensional space. Suppose we look at this constraint in R1,4, flat five-
dimensional space with metric

ds2 = −dV2 + dW2 + dX2 + dY2 + dZ2.

If we eliminate W between these two (by taking dW in the first equation) we find that the metric in
our constrained five-dimensional space is precisely the same as what you get by plugging in T, x, y, z as
functions of V, W, X, Y, Z into

ds2 = −dT2 + e−2
√

Λ/3T(dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

The proof of this is in Anthony Zee’s Einstein Gravity in a Nutshell and also in Schrödinger’s paper Properties
of expanding universes.

Lecture 11.

Wednesday, October 31, 2018

Last time, we introduced de Sitter space. de Sitter space is a hyperboloid in R4,1, given by the constraint

−V2 + W2 + X2 + Y2 + Z2 = 3/Λ

embedded in a space of metric

ds2 = −dV2 + dW2 + dX2 + dY2 + dZ2.

To see geometrically what this is, take V = constant, so that time becomes constant,

W2 + X2 + Y2 + Z2 = const = k2,

which is simply the equation for a three-sphere S3. We can introduce hyperspherical coordinates, which
generalize spherical coordinates for S2. They take the form

W = k cos χ

X = k sin χ cos θ

Y = k sin χ sin θ cos φ

Z = k sin χ sin θ sin φ,

with 0 ≤ χ ≤ π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π.
The metric in this space is then

dσ2
(S2) = dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).
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That is, spatial slices of de Sitter space are three-spheres.
Thus we can invert the relationships to find

V =

√
3
Λ

cosh τ

√
Λ
3

W =

√
3
Λ

sinh τ

√
Λ
3

cos χ

X =

√
3
Λ

sinh τ

√
Λ
3

sin χ cos θ

Y =

√
3
Λ

sinh τ

√
Λ
3

sin χ sin θ cos φ

Z =

√
3
Λ

sinh τ

√
Λ
3

sin χ sin θ sin φ

in terms of a new time coordinate τ.
The full metric is then

ds2 = −dτ2 +
3
Λ

cosh2 τ
Λ
3

(
dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

)
.

Geometrically, de Sitter space thus shrinks from a 3-sphere of infinite radius down to a minimum size√
3/Λ, and then re-expands to infinite radius. Now we see that our T, x, y, z coordinates only worked for

part of the spacetime, and the same is true of the T̃, x, y, z coordinates. This is what led us to see only an
expanding or contracting universe in the T and T̃ parameters.

Let’s also note that in Minkowski spacetime, if you wait long enough, you can see all of space. That is,
the light from anywhere in space will eventually reach you (equivalently, null geodesics reach arbitrarily
far away in finite time). However, this is not true in de Sitter space. As the universe expands, the light cone
is forced to close up as τ → ∞. As a result, there are regions of space that can never be seen– we call this a
cosmological horizon, a boundary between what you can and cannot see.33

Definition 11.1. Recall that the Riemann tensor has 20 independent components in 3 + 1 dimensional
spacetime. The Ricci tensor only contains some of the information from the original Riemann tensor, so we
define the Weyl tensor, Cabcd, in terms of the part of Rabcd not accounted for by Rab and R:

Rabcd = Cabcd +
1
2
(−gadRcb + gacRdb + gbcRda − gbdRca)−

1
6

R(gadgbc + gacgbd).

Note that since Einstein’s equation specifies Rab, R in terms of Tab, Λ,

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgab = 8πGTab,

knowing these two quantities determines Rab, R. The degrees of freedom of the gravitational field are
described by the Weyl tensor. Note that C has the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor,

Cabcd = −Cbacd = −Cabdc = Ccdab, Ca[bcd] = 0.

If we contract a and c (multiply by gac), we find that

Ca
bad = 0

means that C is traceless, and we find that Cabcd has 10 independent components.
We’ll now observe that the Riemann tensor for de Sitter space is

Rabcd =
Λ
3
(gacgbd − gadgbc).

Hence R is completely specified by Tab, Λ and therefore Cabcd = 0 for de Sitter space.

33This is somewhat clearer when we draw the Penrose/conformal diagram for de Sitter space, I think.
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Conformal transformations Let us define a new metric

ds2 = Ω2(−dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

This is an example of a conformal transformation. A conformal transformation takes gab to a new metric
ĝab = Ω2gab where Ω is any function of the coordinates.

Note that Ω2 is positive, so spacelike/timelike/null curves in g are also spacelike/timelike/null in ĝ
(the sign of ds2 for a given curve is unchanged in the new metric). Therefore conformal transformations
preserve the causal structure of spacetime. Is it also true that geodesics remain geodesics in the new metric?

We write down the geodesic equation,

d2xa

ds2 + Γa
bc

dxb

ds
dxc

ds
= 0

for an affinely parametrized geodesic. What are the new Christoffel symbols? They are

Γa
bc(ĝ) =

1
2

ĝad(−∂d ĝbc + ∂b ĝcd + ∂c ĝbd).

The metric transforms as gab → ĝab = Ω2gab, and since the inverse metric is given by ĝab ĝbc = δa
c (the

original metric is similar), we find that ĝab = Ω−2gab. Therefore plugging in, we get

Γa
bc(ĝ) =

1
2

Ω−2gad(−∂d(Ω
2gbc) + ∂b(Ω

2gcd) + ∂c(Ω2gbd))

= Γa
bc(g) +

1
Ω
(−gadgbc∂dΩ + gadgcd∂bΩ + gadgbc∂cΩ)

= Γa
bc(g) +

1
Ω
(−gadgbc∇dΩ + gadgcd∇bΩ + gadgbc∇cΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

tensorial

)

= Γa
bc(g) +

1
Ω
(−gbc∇aΩ + δa

c∇bΩ + δa
b∇cΩ).

Note that we’ve turned partial derivatives into covariant derivatives, since they are equivalent on a scalar
like Ω. So we have the original Christoffel symbols plus some junk. Let’s put it back into the geodesic
equation:

d2xa

ds2 +

[
Γa

bc(g) +
1
Ω
(−gbc∇aΩ + δa

c∇bΩ + δa
b∇cΩ)

]
dxb

ds
dxc

ds
= 0.

If our geodesic dxb

ds is timelike or spacelike, then gbc
dxb

ds
dxc

ds = ±1 and this will be hard to solve. But if dxb

ds is

null, then gbc
dxb

ds
dxc

ds = 0 gives the geodesic equation

d2xa

ds2 + Γa
bc(g)

dxb

ds
dxc

ds
= − 2

ω

dxa

ds

(
∇bΩ

dxb

ds

)
.

But this is just the geodesic equation for a geodesic that is not affinely parametrized. Therefore conformal
transformations map null geodesics onto null geodesics in the new coordinates.

In general, spacelike and timelike geodesics are not mapped onto geodesics in the new metric, though
they will still be spacelike and timelike curves respectively.

Lecture 12.

Friday, November 2, 2018

Let’s consider how various quantities of interest transform under conformal transformations, gab →
ĝab = Ω2gab. The Christoffels transform as

Γa
bc(ĝ) = Γa

bc(g) +
1
Ω
(−gbc∇aΩ + δa

c∇bΩ + δa
b∇cΩ),

as we saw last time. The Riemann tensor transforms as

Rab
cd(ĝ) = Ω−2Rab

cd(g) +
1
4
[δa

cΩb
d − δa

dΩb
c − δb

cΩa
d + δb

dΩa
c],
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with
Ωa

b ≡
4
Ω
∇a∇b(1/Ω)− 2δa

b∇c(1/Ω)∇c(1/Ω).

The Ricci tensor is also complicated:34

Ra
b(ĝ) = Ω−2Ra

b(g) +
1

2Ω
∇b∇a(1/Ω)− 1

2Ω4�(Ω2)δa
b

with � ≡ ∇d∇d. However, the Ricci scalar and the Weyl tensor transform more nicely:

R(ĝ) = Ω−2R(g)− 6Ω−3�Ω and Ca
bcd(ĝ) = Ca

bcd(g). (12.1)

So in fact the Weyl tensor is invariant under conformal transformations.

Conformal invariance and Maxwell’s equations The source-free Maxwell’s equations take the form

∇aFbc +∇bFca +∇cFab = 0, ∇aFab = 0.

Writing out the first explicitly, all the Christoffels cancel by symmetries since Γa
bc = Γa

cb and Fab = −Fba.
Therefore

∇aFbc +∇bFca +∇cFab = ∂aFbc + ∂bFca + ∂cFab = 0
and our expression is conformally invariant, as it is independent of the connection. What about the equation
with the indices down? We have

∂aFab + Γa
acFcb + Γb

acFac = 0,
where the last term is zero since Γ is symmetric under a ↔ c and F is antisymmetric. Because Γa

ac =
g−1/2∂c(g1/2), we may rewrite the remaining terms as

g−1/2∂a(g1/2Fab) = 0.

We then have Fab(g) = gacgbdFcd(g), so each factor of the inverse metric makes us pick up an Ω−2. Therefore

Fab(ĝ) = Ω−4Fab(g).

Since g = |det gab|, it follows that

ĝ = |det ĝab|
= |det gabΩ2|
= Ω8|det gab|
= Ω8g.

Thus
g1/2 → ĝ1/2Ω4g1/2,

so indeed the scaling behavior precisely cancels out with the Ω−4 attached to Fab. That is,

∇aFab in ĝ = 0.

Note this is only true in 4 dimensions– in N dimensions, we have instead g1/2 → ĝ1/2 = ΩN g1/2.
We have therefore shown that Maxwell’s equations are conformally invariant in spacetime dimension 4,

but the Einstein equations are not conformally invariant– as we have seen, the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar
transform in some general complicated way. Nevertheless, the conformal invariance of the Weyl tensor tells
us that the purely gravitational degrees of freedom are conformally invariant.

Last time, we looked at de Sitter space and remarked that three of the four coordinates took the form of
the metric on the three sphere S3. We wrote down the full metric

ds2 = −dτ2 + cosh2 τ
(

dχ2 + sin2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
)

,

where we have set the parameter Λ to 3 so that the “radius” 3/Λ is 1. There is a symmetry which is
quite natural to write down for this metric– note that ds2 does not depend on the coordinate φ. Now an

34In fact, this expression is also probably wrong. If you contract this to get R(ĝ), it doesn’t give you the next equation, though the
next equation is certainly correct. Fortunately, it’s not used anywhere else. See the solutions to Example Sheet 2 for the calculation
worked out correctly.
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infinitesimal symmetry is a small change in a coordinate which leaves the line element ds2 invariant. That is,
under the shift xa → xa + ζa,

ds2 = gab + (x)dxadxb

= gab(x + ζ)d(x + ζ)ad(x + ζ)b

= (gab(x) + ζe∂egab(x))d(xa + ζa)dxb + ζb).

However, note that in general, ζa ≡ ζa(x) a function of x. Then we must apply the chain rule when we
calculate d(xa + ζa(x)) :

d(xa + ζa) = dxa +
∂ζa

∂xc dxc

= (δa
c + ∂cζa)dxc.

Putting it all together, we find that

ds2 = gab + (x)dxadxb

= (gab(x) + ζe∂egab(x))(δa
c + ∂cζa)dxc(δb

d + ∂dζb)dxd

= gabδa
c δb

ddxcdxd + (ζe∂egabδa
c δb

d + gab∂cζaδb
d + gab∂dζbδa

c )dxcdxd,

where we have collected terms linear in ζ. But now we see that the first term is just gabdxadxb, so if the line
element is invariant, then the dxcdxd term must vanish. Invariance therefore requires that

(ζe∂egcd + gad∂cζa + gcb∂dζb)dxcdxd = 0.

Since this is true for arbitrary dxc, we conclude that the expression in the parentheses is identically zero.
That is,

ζe∂egcd + gad∂cζa + gcb∂dζb = 0.

This does not look like a tensor a priori, but in fact it is. If we want to replace the derivatives ∂cζa and ∂dζb

with covariant derivatives, we’ll have to pay the small price of subtracting off the corresponding Christoffels.
Thus

ζe∂egcd + gad∇cζa − gadΓa
ceζe + gcb∇dζb − gcbΓb

deζe = 0.

If we now write out the Christoffel symbols in terms of derivatives of the metric, we get something that
looks kind of messy:

∇cζd +∇dζc + ζe∂egcd − gad
1
2

ga f (−∂ f gce + ∂cge f + ∂egc f )ζ
e − gcb

1
2

gb f (−∂ f gde + ∂dge f + ∂egd f )ζ
e = 0

But things are better than they seem. Using the metrics to raise and lower indices appropriately, we get a
very nice set of cancellations– all the derivatives of the metric turn out to cancel (including the ζe∂egcd out
front), and we are left with the simple expression

∇cζd +∇dζc = 0

We call the solutions ζ Killing vectors.35 Killing was a German group theorist, and there is in fact a connection
to group theory here. Suppose there are two independent Killing vectors ka, la. Consider the commutator
of two Killing vectors (i.e. a bracket) defined

mb ≡ ka∇alb − la∇akb.

Expanding out, we see that mb = ka∂alb + kaΓb
aclc − la∂akb − laΓb

ackc, where the Γ terms cancel. Therefore m
is independent of the connection. We might ask whether m also satisfies Killing’s equation. We find that

∇amb +∇bma = ∇a(kc∇clb − lc∇ckb) +∇b(kc∇cla − lc∇cka)

= ∇akc∇clb −∇alc∇ckb +∇bkc∇cla −∇blc∇cka

+kc∇a∇clb − lc∇a∇ckb + kc∇b∇cla − lc∇b∇cka.

35“Killing here is not some bizarre ritual but Wilhelm Killing.” –Malcolm Perry
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After a stunning array of cancellations using the fact that ∇akc∇clb −∇clb∇cka = 0 (by Killing’s equations)
we find that m does indeed satisfy Killing’s equations as well (check this as an exercise?). So there is some
algebraic structure on Killing vectors.36

Non-lectured aside: commutator of Killing vectors is a Killing vector The proof in class was a little bit
too quick about this, so here is a slower exposition. Let me write a series of brief lemmas, and then put
them together to solve the overall problem.

Lemma 12.2. If k and l are Killing vectors, then (∇akc)(∇clb)− (∇blc)(∇cka) = 0.

The proof is simple. First note that whenever we have an index that is contracted over, we can trivially
switch which is the up index and which is the down, e.g. AµBµ = gµν AνBµ = AνBν. In addition, by raising
an index in Killing’s equations we have

∇akb +∇bka = 0.
Then

∇akc∇clb = ∇akc∇clb
= (−∇cka)(−∇blc) by Killing’s equations
= (∇blc)(∇cka).

Thus (∇akc)(∇clb)− (∇blc)(∇cka) = 0. �
We also recall the following fact, which serves as the definition of the Riemann tensor:

[∇a,∇b]Vc = Rc
dabVd.

We can lower the index c on the left by metric compatibility and use the fact that Rcdab = Rabcd to rewrite
the commutator in a more useful way:

[∇a,∇b]Vc = RabcdVd. (12.3)

This is enough to do the proof. We can explicitly compute

∇amb +∇bma = ∇a(kc∇clb − lc∇ckb) +∇b(kc∇cla − lc∇cka)

= [(∇akc)(∇clb)− (∇blc)(∇cka)] + [(∇bkc)(∇cla)− (∇alc)(∇ckb)]

+kc∇a∇clb − lc∇a∇ckb + kc∇b∇cla − lc∇b∇cka.

Here, I have used the product rule and regrouped terms in a suggestive way. Clearly, there are two kinds
of terms here: terms of the form ∇akc∇clb, with only first derivatives, and terms of the form kc∇a∇clb.

However, by applying our lemma 12.2, we see that the pairs of (first derivative) terms in square brackets
vanish, so we are left with only the second derivative terms. That is,

∇amb +∇bma = kc∇a∇clb + kc∇b∇cla − lc∇a∇ckb − lc∇b∇cka,

where I have again anticipated a cancellation by grouping the kc and lc terms together.
Now we can rewrite these in terms of their commutators:

∇amb +∇bma = kc([∇a,∇c] +∇c∇a)lb + kc([∇b,∇c] +∇c∇b)la

−lc([∇a,∇c] +∇c∇a)kb − lc([∇b,∇c] +∇c∇b)ka

= kc[∇a,∇c]lb + kc[∇b,∇c]la − lc[∇a,∇c]kb − lc[∇b,∇c]ka,

where all the not-commutator terms have vanished due to Killing’s equations (e.g. kc∇c(∇alb +∇bla) = 0).
We’re almost there. Now we apply the definition of the Riemann tensor, Eqn. 12.3, to change commutators
into Riemann tensors like so:

∇amb +∇bma = kcRacbdld + kcRbcadld − lcRacbdkd − lcRbcadkd

= kcRacbdld + kcRbcadld − ldRacbdkc − ldRbcadkc

= 0,

36Killing vectors are vectors by definition, and they certainly seem to form a vector space since the covariant derivative is linear.
The fact that we have a bracket on them makes me suspect this is a Lie algebra, [k, l]b = ka∇a lb − la∇akb. It is clearly antisymmetric
and bilinear, i.e. [l, k] = [−k, l] and [k + l, m]b = (ka + la)∇amb − ma∇a(kb + lb) = (ka∇amb − ma∇akb) + (la∇amb − ma∇a lb) =
[k, m] + [l, m]. I suspect, though have not yet proved, that the Jacobi identity also holds.
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where we have simply relabeled the dummy indices c and d on the last two terms. Therefore if k and l are
Killing vectors, then their commutator is also a Killing vector. �

Lecture 13.

Monday, November 5, 2018

Last time, we introduced Killing vectors, symmetries of the metric. They obey the equation

∇cζd +∇dζc = 0.

We also introduced a bracket on two Killing vectors k, l defined such that

[k, l]b = mb = ka∇alb − la∇akb.

If we now plug in m into Killing’s equation, we find that ∇amb +∇bma = 0, so the commutator of two
Killing vectors is itself a Killing vector. We’ll simply state without proof that the bracket we’ve defined also
obeys the Jacobi identity,

[m, [k, l]] + [k, [l, m]] + [l, [m, k]] = 0.

Therefore the set of Killing vectors equipped with this bracket forms a Lie algebra.
From Symmetries, Fields and Particles we recall that the exponential map takes a Lie algebra to its

corresponding Lie group. Let’s see how that applies here. In Minkowski space, we have the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2

and it turns out that Killing’s equations
∇akb +∇bka = 0

have 10 linearly independent solutions, which are the maximum allowed in four spacetime dimensions.
How do we find these solutions? Consider the geodesics of a particle, defined by the geodesic equation

ua∇aua = 0.

Here, ua is the tangent vector to a particle worldline. Now consider some Killing vector ka and look at the
inner product kaua. In particular, let us consider the parallel transport of this quantity

ua∇a(kbub),

which describes the evolution of kaua as you move along the worldline of the particle. Expanding this out,
we see that

ua∇a(ubkb) = uaub∇akb + uakb∇aub = 0,

where the first term is zero by Killing’s equation37 and the second is zero by the geodesic equation. Thus
ubkb is constant along the particle trajectory, and each Killing vector is associated to a conservation law for
free particle motion.

The Killing vectors for Minkowski space include

◦ ka = (1, 0, 0, 0), corresponding to time translation symmetry =⇒ conservation of energy
◦ (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), translations in the x, y, z directions =⇒ conservation of (three

components of) linear momentum
◦ (0, 0, z,−y), (0, z, 0,−x), (0, y,−x, 0), corresponding to spatial rotations =⇒ conservation of (three

components of) angular momentum
◦ (x, t, 0, 0), (y, 0, t, 0), (z, 0, 0, t) corresponding to Lorentz transformations =⇒ conservation of the

position of the particle at t = 038

37Explicitly, we can write uaub∇akb = 1
2 (u

aub∇akb + ubua∇akb) =
1
2 uaub(∇akb +∇bka) = 0, switching the dummy indices on

the second term and applying Killing’s equation.
38In a field theory context, we sometimes say that Lorentz invariance implies the center of energy of the system moves with

constant velocity.
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The Lorentz transformations and rotations form a group SO(3, 1), and the translations also form a group
(specifically, an abelian group). The semidirect product of these two results in the Poincaré group, which is
the maximal set of symmetries of Minkowski space.

There are two more maximally symmetric four-dimensional spacetimes– they are de Sitter space, which
we saw in Lectures 10 and 11, and anti-de Sitter space (AdS), which is similar but has a negative cosmological
constant, Λ < 0. In words, Minkowski space, dS, and AdS are the maximally symmetric 3 + 1D spaces
with zero, positive, and negative curvature respectively.

Let’s take a little detour back to Newtonian gravity. In Newtonian gravity, the gravitational potential φ
obeys Poisson’s equation,

∇2φ = 2πGρ

and the gravitational force is given by
g = −∇φ.

For a static spherically symmetric field, outside a gravitating body the potential is simply

φ = −GM
r

,

which reproduces the inverse square law. How does the situation change in general relativity? Suppose we
have a metric of the form

ds2 = −V(r)dt2 +
dr2

W(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Consider spheres of constant t, r. The Killing vector ma = (0, 0, 0, 1) corresponds to rotation about the φ
axis, and there are two more rotational Killing vectors which result in a symmetry group SO(3). The Killing
vector ka = (1, 0, 0, 0) simply results in time translations (with the group structure of (R,+)).

To simplify the calculations, we may take V = W = C1 + C2/r, where C1, C2 are some constants of
integration. We choose C1 = +1 so that as r → ∞, our metric looks like Minkowski space (we say the
metric is asymptotically flat). If we set C2 = −2GM, this leads to what is known as the Schwarzschild metric.
Here G is Newton’s constant and M has the interpretation of the black hole mass.

There are 4 major experimental tests of general relativity. They are as follows:

(a) Deflection of starlight
(b) Determination of orbital shape (circle, ellipse, hyperbola, parabola)
(c) Gravitational redshift
(d) Shapiro effect.

We’ll see the first three of these in class and work out the last as an exercise on the example sheet, but all
four involve finding particle motion in the Schwarzschild geometry.

We should therefore analyze the geodesics xa(s) where s is an affine parameter (the proper time τ if the
curve is timelike). We define the tangent vector ua by

ua =
dxa

ds
= ẋa(s).

Note that the geodesic equation says that ua∇aub = 0, and ubub = −ε for some constant ε. This follows
since ua∇a(ubub) = 2ub(ua∇aub) = 0, where the term in parentheses vanishes by the geodesic equation.
Now, we could write down the geodesic equation explicitly in terms of Christoffel symbols, but it is often
more expedient to write down the action for a free particle,

I =
∫

dsgab ẋa ẋb,

and note that geodesics are paths of stationary action, δI = 0.
Therefore we should write down the action and look at the Euler-Lagrange equations.

I =
∫

ds

[
−
(

1− 2M
r

)
ṫ2 +

(
1− 2M

r

)−1
ṙ2 + r2θ̇2 + r2 sin2 θφ̇2

]
.
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Since the metric has no explicit φ, t dependence, we can immediately write down two conserved quantities:
the energy,

E =

(
1− 2M

r

)
ṫ

and the angular momentum about the φ axis,

L = r2 sin2 θφ̇.

In Newtonian theory, we make things simple by setting θ = π/2 so that motion lies in the equatorial plane.
If we now write down the θ equation of motion, we have

d
ds

(r2θ̇)− r2 sin θ cos θφ̇2 = 0.

If our particle initially lies in the equatorial plane θ(0) = π/2 and the initial velocity also lies in the
equatorial plane, θ̇(0) = 0, then

r2θ̈ + 2rṙθ̇ = 0 =⇒ θ̈(0) = 0,
so just as in the classical case, if our initial motion (position and velocity) lies in the equatorial plane then it
is constrained to lie in the equatorial plane at all future times.

Lecture 14.

Wednesday, November 7, 2018

We can write down the action for the Schwarzschild metric: it reads

I =
∫

ds(−Vṫ2 + ṙ2/V + r2(θ̇2 + sin2 θφ̇2).

Last time, we found two constants of the motion, the angular momentum and energy given by

L = r2 sin2 θφ̇,

E = ṫV

where39

V ≡ 1− 2M/r.
We also showed that for orbits with initial position and velocity in the equatorial plane, θ(0) = π/2 and
θ̇(0) = 0, such orbits will always stay in the equatorial plane, θ(t) = π/2 and θ̇(t) = 0. Therefore by a
suitable choice of coordinates, we can always set this initial condition to be true, and it suffices to analyze
motion in the equatorial plane (so that the θ̇ dependence drops out of the action and L simplifies to
L = r2φ̇).

Since the Lagrangian itself is a constant of the motion (because it has no explicit time dependence), we
also have

−ε = gab ẋa ẋb = −Vṫ2 + ṙ2/V + r2θ̇2 + r2 sin2 θφ̇2,
where we have defined ε such that

ε =

{
0 for light rays
1 for massive particles.

Using the constants of motion and setting θ = π/2, θ̇ = 0, we can rewrite this as a radial equation,

− ε = −E2 +
ṙ2

V
+ L2/r2. (14.1)

This can be solved in terms of elliptic functions, but for those of us who aren’t specialists in elliptic functions
we have three options:

39In my definition of V, I write M rather than m as Malcolm Perry does to make it clear that M is always the mass of the large
gravitating body, e.g. the sun. We are only considering the trajectories of light and test particles, so both are effectively massless and
there is no backreaction from the test particle. This has the natural benefit that the acceleration of a test particle should depend only
on M, as in Newtonian mechanics. If the test particle instead had a mass m ∼ M, we would have to account for the particle’s effect on
the spacetime as well (e.g. in a black hole merger) and these equations would fail.
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◦ Perturbation theory
◦ Special cases
◦ Numerical solutions.

We’ll consider the first two of these. Equation 14.1 can be written in a suggestive form:

1
2

ṙ2︸︷︷︸
“kinetic energy”

+
1
2

(
1− 2M

r

)(
L2

r2 + ε

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
effective “potential energy”

=
1
2

E2︸︷︷︸
total energy

. (14.2)

If we now differentiate the rewritten radial equation 14.2 with respect to s and divide by ṙ (i.e. we assume
a non-circular orbit40), we get a second-order equation in r:

r̈ +
εM
r2 −

L2

r3 +
3ML2

r4 = 0. (14.3)

The fact that ε = 0 for light rays means that light does not experience Newtonian gravity (i.e. an inverse
square law).41 There is a centripetal force term, L2/r3, but there is also a correction which does not appear
at all in Newtonian mechanics. The 1/r4 correction is purely a general relativistic effect.

What can we say about the orbital shapes? In an orbit, we should be able to solve for a relationship
between r and φ. Let us write this relationship in a somewhat unusual way: let

r(φ) = 1/u(φ),

where u(φ) is just some function of φ (e.g. for a circular orbit, u(φ) = 1) or equivalently

u(φ) = 1/r.

By the chain rule, we can compute a derivative of u with respect to φ:

du
dφ

=
du
dr

dr
ds

ds
dφ

= − 1
r2 ṙ

r2

L

= − ṙ
L

.

If we now rewrite Eqn. 14.2 in terms of u and du/dφ as

L2
(

du
dφ

)2
− E2 + (1− 2Mu)(ε + L2u2) = 0,

we can divide through by L2 and differentiate with respect to φ42 to get

d2u
dφ2 + u− 3Mu2 −Mε/L2 = 0.

The first, second, and fourth terms are all Newtonian, but the −3Mu2 term is again a general relativistic
correction.

Let’s consider a light ray, with ε = 0. In Newtonian physics, we would just have

d2u
dφ2 + u = 0,

40If the orbit is circular, then we have ṙ = 0 and this just becomes an equation for the orbit radius r in terms of M, E, and L. It also
depends on ε, i.e. whether we are looking at a massive test particle or a photon. As a fun consequence, it turns out that light can have
a stable circular orbit around a black hole, and the radius at which it does so is called the photon sphere. Rotating (Kerr) black holes
have more complicated equations of motion and this leads to multiple photon spheres!

41The existence of this M/r2 term also means that what we have called M (which a priori was just a parameter in our definition of
the Schwarzschild metric) really is the mass of the gravitating object. That is, we have reproduced Newton’s inverse square law for an
object of mass M.

42We must also divide by du/dφ, but this is okay since du/dφ = −ṙ/L 6= 0 for non-circular orbits.
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whose solution is just a sine,43

u0 = sin φ/b.
We’ve chosen the normalization such that when φ = π/2, u0 = 1/b =⇒ b = r0, the distance of closest
approach. Therefore when

φ = 0 =⇒ u = 0, r = ∞
φ = π =⇒ u = 0, r = ∞

φ = π/2, =⇒ u = 1/b, r = b.

This is equivalent to saying that near a massive body, a light ray travels in a straight line and is not deflected
in Newtonian gravity. In contrast, when we introduce the perturbation −3Mu2, we now have

d2u
dφ2 + u− 3Mu2 = 0. (14.4)

To solve the perturbed equation, we make the ansatz that u = u0 + u1 where u0 solves the original equation
and u1 is a small perturbation. To leading order in u1, we get44

d2u1

dφ2 + u1 =
3M sin2 φ

b2 (14.5)

where we have put back in the explicit solution for u0. We’ve therefore simplified our problem to a linear
equation for u1, and the quickest way to solve this is the method of variation of parameters. That is, we take
the solution to the homogeneous equation and assume that the solution to the inhomogeneous equation
14.5 is the homogenous solution multiplied by some function. More concretely, we make the ansatz that

u1 = f (φ) sin φ,

where u1 = sin φ solves the homogenous equation d2u1
dφ2 + u1 = 0.45 Then

du1

dφ
= f cos φ + f ′ sin φ

and
d2u1

dφ2 = − f sin φ + 2 f ′ cos φ + f ′′ sin φ.

If we substitute this back into Eqn. 14.5, we find that

− f sin φ + 2 f ′ cos φ + f ′′ sin φ + f sin φ =
3M sin2 φ

b2 .

The order f terms cancel, so we’re left with what is effectively a first-order equation in f ′. Rewriting in
terms of an integration factor (read: a big thing we’re taking the derivative of), we get

1
sin φ

d
dφ

( f ′ sin2 φ) =
3M sin2 φ

b2 ,

or equivalently
d

dφ
( f ′ sin2 φ) =

3M sin3 φ

b2 =
3M sin φ

b2 (1− cos2 φ).

An integration and a little algebra reveals that

f ′ = −2M cos φ

b2 sin2 φ
− M cos φ

b2 +
C

sin2 φ
,

43Of course we could solve this with a complex exponential, but since u relates r and φ, which are both real quantities, u itself had
better be a real-valued function.

44What happened to the 2u0u1 cross-term here? We don’t know.
45Strictly, we should also include the cos solution when we do variation of parameters. I haven’t yet worked out the consequences

of including this in our analysis.
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but this constant C is just zero by the boundary conditions ( f ′ should not diverge when φ → 0 or π).
Integrating once more we find that

f =
2M

b2 sin φ
− M sin φ

b2 ,

so to leading order

u = u0 + u1 =
sin φ

b
+

(
2M
b2 −

M sin2 φ

b2

)
.

Close to φ = 0, π we have u→ 0, so taking φ = ε small, we get

sin ε

b
+

2M
b2 −

M sin2 ε

b2 = 0.

Expanding to leading order in ε, we find that

ε ≈ −2M
b

.

This means that as r → ∞, φ→ ε ≈ −2M/b. Therefore in a gravitational field, light is deflected from its
straight-line path by an overall angle 4M/b (where b is the distance of closest approach).

This has some practical applications. In 1919, Eddington proposed to measure the deflection of light
grazing the sun during a solar eclipse to see if this relativistic bending of light could be detected, and
indeed this deflection was measured. This was a great success for Einstein’s theory. Moreover, the Hubble
Space Telescope has made observations of gravitational lensing, i.e. where light is bent around a massive
body to produce a secondary image. If the mass is in the way of the light, one sees a ring, called an
“Einstein ring.”

Finally, one may consider the GR corrections to planetary orbits, taking ε = 1 for a massive test particle.
One finds that the angular equation now takes the form(

du
dφ

)2
=

(E2 − 1)
L2 +

2Mu
L2 − u2 + 2Mu3,

where again the u3 term is the relativistic correction. In the Newtonian theory, this has a solution

u0 =
M
L2 (1 + e cos φ).

Now we again treat the u3 term as a perturbation, writing

u = u0 + u1

so that

2
du0

dφ

du1

dφ
=

2Mu1

L2 − 2u0u1 + 2Mu3
0

to first order in the perturbation.46 Substituting in for u0, we get

2M4

L6 (1 + e cos φ)3 = −2Me sin φ

L2
du1

dφ
+

2M
L2 (1 + e cos φ)u1 −

2Mu1

L2

= −2Me sin φ

L2
du1

dφ
+

2M
L2 e cos φu1.

We rewrite as

cos φu1 − sin φ
du1

dφ
=

M3

eL4 (1 + e cos φ)3,

or in terms of an integration factor,

− sin2 φ
d

dφ
(

u1

sin φ
) =

M3

eL4 (1 + e cos φ)3.

46It seems we have again neglected a cross-term of 2Mu2
0u1. Again, no idea why.
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One can expand out the (1 + e cos φ)3 into its three terms as

d
dφ

(
u1

sin φ
) = − M3

eL4 sin2 φ
(1 + 3e cos φ + 3e2 cos2 φ + e3 cos3 φ).

Most of these terms are just periodic in φ and only produce small wiggles in u. But note that the cos2 φ

term can be rewritten as 3e2 − 3e2 sin2 φ, so in particular the sin2 φs will cancel and we’ll get something
that grows without bound in φ. Yikes! What’s the behavior of this term?

d
dφ

(
u1

sin φ
) ' −M3

3L4 − 3e2 ' 3eM3

L4 .

What we find is that

u1 =
3eM3

L4 φ sin φ

and so our solution for u takes the form

u =
M
L2 (1 + e cos φ) +

3eM3

L4 φ sin φ.

Lecture 15.

Friday, November 9, 2018

Last time, we solved the radial equation in a weird way to find the deflection of light by a gravitational
field. This behavior is unique to general relativity– there is no deflection of light by gravity in Newtonian
gravitation.

We also found an equation for the corrections to planetary orbits, deriving a perturbative solution for
u(φ) = 1/r(φ) which took the form

u ≈ M
L2 (1 + e cos φ) +

3eM3

L4 φ sin φ

≈ M
L2 (1 + e cos φ(1− 3M2/L2)) + higher order wiggles.

Here, we’ve accounted for the fact that our u ∝ φ solution only works for φ small. What we’ve found is
then the equation for a precessing ellipse for 0 < e < 1.47 The ∆φ between closest approaches to the central
body is

2π

1− 3M2/L2 ,

and hence the precession (i.e. the angular overshoot between closest approaches) is approximately

6πM2

L2 ,

with M2/L2 � 1. Prior to GR, it was known that the orbit of Mercury precessed by ∼ 500′′ per century48,
but 43′′ per century could not be accounted for by planetary perturbation. As it turns out, the GR correction
correctly accounts for this discrepancy.

Gravitational redshift Recall that the Schwarzschild metric has the form

ds2 = −V(r)dt2 +
dr2

V(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Suppose we now consider some wave where successive maxima (crests) are separated in time by a proper
time ∆τe (emitted), taking place at a radial distance r = re. The light from this event propagates along some
null lines to an observer sitting at r = re some distance away, where our observer now measures the flashes
of light from each crest as separated by a proper time ∆τo (observed). See Fig. 2 for an illustration.

47The picture to think of here for precession is that the orbiting body tries to make an elliptical orbit but “overshoots” so that its
next orbit doesn’t begin exactly 2π later.

48The unit here is seconds, i.e. 1/360 of a degree.
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Figure 2. The setup for our discussion of redshift. An emitter at r = re sends out flashes
of light at regular intervals of proper time ∆τe, which are received at some coordinate time
∆tc later by an observer sitting out at r = ro and measured at intervals of ∆τo. The emitter
and observer agree upon the difference in coordinate time between the flashes, but they
(correctly) disagree on the difference in proper time.

Suppose that dθ, dφ = 0 so that our emitter and observer are only radially separated. Since ds2 = 0 for
null geodesics, the flashes of light from the emitter obey dt2 = dr2/V(r)2, so the light from a crest takes a
coordinate time ∆tc =

∫ ro
re

dr/V(r) to reach the observer at ro. Since this is the same ∆tc for the first and
second flash and depends only on re, ro, it must be that both the emitter and the observer agree on the
coordinate time between flashes, ∆t.

However, for both our emitter sitting at re and our observer out at ro, they are both at constant r (dr = 0)
and so ds2 = −V(r)dt2, which means that

∆τ2
e = V(re)∆t2

∆τ2
o = V(ro)∆t2.

That is, our emitter and observer will disagree on the amount of proper time corresponding to the same ∆t
between crests. In particular, since the change in coordinate time ∆t is the same, it follows that

∆τ2
e

∆τ2
o
=

V(re)

V(ro)
.

We find that

∆τe

∆τo
=

√
V(re)

V(ro)

=

√
1− 2M/re

1− 2M/ro

≈ 1− M
re

+
M
ro

≈ 1− M
rore

(ro − re),

so the period of proper time between flashes measured by the observer is slightly greater than the period
measured at the emitter. In the weak field limit where M/r is small, ro > re =⇒ ∆τo/∆τe > 1. This is the
gravitational redshift, and it was first found by Pound and Rebka in 1959 at Harvard.

But note that if V(r0) = 0 then the redshift becomes infinite, which might lead us to think something
has gone terribly wrong. However, if V(r) = 0 then the line element ds2 is not well-defined, so all that’s
happened is that the coordinates have broken down.

As it turns out, this is merely a coordinate singularity and not a curvature singularity. One can write
down for instance the Riemann tensor and show that nothing bad to the curvature happens at r → 2M, and
moreover if we pass to a different set of coordinates, we can pass through the event horizon without issue.
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There are many sets of coordinates that have been defined for black holes, but the one we’ll introduce
today is the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. They comprise the following:

◦ Null coordinates: constant along light rays
◦ Retarded coordinates:49

u = t− r− 2M ln
r− 2M

2M
◦ Advanced coordinates:

v = t + r + 2M ln
r− 2M

2M
Look in particular at the v, r, θ, φ coordinates. We have

dv = dt + (2M
1

r− 2M
+ 1)dr

= dt +
r

r− 2m
dr

= dt +
dr

V(r)

and so the line element becomes

ds2 = −V(dv− dr
V
)2 +

dr2

V
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

= −Vdv2 + 2dvdr + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Our metric now has off diagonal terms, but this is no problem. It is still symmetric if we separate out
dvdr and drdv, and det g = −r4 sin2 θ 6= 0 so we expect it to be invertible. Explicitly we can write it as

gab =


−V 1 0 0

1 0 0 0
0 0 r2 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 θ

 .

Moreover the inverse is perfectly well-defined away from r = 0,50

gab =


0 1 0 0
1 V 0 0
0 0 1/r2 0
0 0 0 1/(r2 sin2 θ)

 .

In particular nothing blows up at r = 2M, so it seems that we’ve constructed equally good coordinates to
sail past the coordinate singularity at the event horizon.

If we take v, θ, φ constant, then ds2 = 0, so lines of constant v are null lines. (r can of course still change.)
One such line has v = 0, r = 2M (the event horizon itself) and what we discover is that as we pass the event
horizon, the light cone has tipped over and any timelike trajectory must be directed towards decreasing r.
That is, beyond the event horizon (r < 2M) one can no more escape the gravitational pull of a black hole
than one can escape the inexorable march of time(like trajectories).

Curiously, a photon on the surface V = 0 (r = 2M) can simply stay there in a stable circular orbit. We
call V = 0 the event horizon, and it is also (by our earlier calculation) a surface of infinite redshift. This is
why we call it a black hole– not only can light not escape, but any light from an infalling emitter will be
increasingly redshifted as the emitter approaches the event horizon. If one throws a flashing light clock (i.e.

49These coordinates seem to be bad at r = 2M, but in fact they are just what we need to cross the event horizon safely.
50It might seem like there’s also an issue with θ = 0, but this is just the regular coordinate badness of spherical polar coordinates.

Remember that φ becomes ill-defined at the north pole, θ = 0, even though the north pole is otherwise totally unremarkable as a
point on the sphere. This is nothing more than the garden-variety coordinate singularity of generic spherical coordinates.
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with constant period in its own proper time) into the black hole, an observer sitting far away from the black
hole at constant r will see the flashes become increasingly separated, but they will never actually stop.51

There is a “hoop conjecture” widely attributed to Thorne52 which states that if the amount of matter
(with a total mass M) is confined to a proper distance l ≤ 2M, then an event horizon will form. The details
of this conjecture and attempts to prove it are beyond the scope of this class, so we’ll just state it without
proof and hope it sounds reasonable.

As a final note for today, there is still one problem with the black hole– just look at the curvature as a
function of r. For instance, if we calculate the trace over all components of the Riemann tensor, we see that

RabcdRabcd ∼ M2/r6

up to some numerical factors, and as r → 0, RabcdRabcd → ∞ diverges. In electrodynamics we might say that
a divergence is simply unphysical because of quantum effects, but there’s no sensible theory of quantum
gravity that will let us make sense of this yet in a gravitational context. In classical physics we know what
to do– just call the singularity a boundary of spacetime. But it ought to be rather disturbing that one could
simply sail not only over the event horizon but over the boundary of spacetime into... where, exactly? This
is a major problem for classical (and quantum) gravity and there is no good solution. Yet.53

Non-lectured aside: cosmic censorship Here’s a little reflection related to Prof. Jorge Santos’s essay this
year! A priori, point singularities are maybe not so disturbing to us, since they have no spatial extent and
you might think a physical observer could never actually cross it. Fair enough. But in spinning (Kerr) and
charged (Reissner-Nordström) black holes, we get entire singular surfaces called Cauchy horizons. Now we
could imagine going right through a Cauchy horizon in finite proper time (I haven’t proved this, but one
can write down the geodesics and show it’s true), and beyond the Cauchy horizon, the Einstein equations
fail to predict our trajectory based on the past. Determinism breaks down.

Some physicists (most notably Roger Penrose) have therefore proposed the strong cosmic censorship
conjecture, which suggests (in one phrasing) that Cauchy horizons do not represent physically realizable
solutions to the Einstein equations.54 For instance, it might be that small perturbations (e.g. what are called
quasinormal modes) to the event horizon set the black hole ringing like a bell, and this ringing behavior
collapses and destroys the Cauchy horizon. Equivalently, if you read my footnote on blueshift earlier
(following the discussion of the redshift near the event horizon), you might reason that from the perspective
of any infalling observer, all the light from the entire lifetime of the external universe is blueshifted to
infinitely high frequency and the energy of this light simply obliterates any poor soul with aspirations of
sailing off the edge of spacetime. Cosmic censorship is saved.

Or is it? Recent work by Peter Hintz of MIT and others suggests that there’s a loophole in certain kinds
of spacetimes. In particular, our solutions assumed asymptotically flat boundary conditions. This is what
allows the light from eternity to send our hapless observer to the Shadow Realm. However, if our black
hole sits in a positively curved, expanding spacetime (asymptotically de Sitter, not to be confused with
anti-de Sitter, AdS), then the blueshift is suppressed by the expansion of spacetime. This is particularly
relevant because our universe seems to have a small but non-negligible positive cosmological constant,
and therefore looks to be asymptotically de Sitter. Under certain conditions, this suppression is enough to
overcome the infinite blowup normally associated with the blueshift. Our observer seems to have gotten a
reprieve, at the cost of strong cosmic censorship. Is there another physical argument we’ve missed which
closes this loophole, or is cosmic censorship in real trouble? This is an open research question and the topic
of my Part III essay this year.

51It’s a bizarre fact that the clock can cross the event horizon in finite time, but due to the redshift, an external observer can never
actually see it fall in. Stranger yet is the viewpoint of the infalling observer, who notices nothing unusual with regards to curvature as
they pass the event horizon, but looking radially out will see the light from the outside world increasingly blueshifted. As your light
cone tips over, you would see the entire future of the universe outside the black hole, but you would never be able to tell anyone what
you saw.

52Professor Perry mentioned Yau and collaborators contributing to this work, but I was unable to find any sources which
substantiated this claim.

53“That’s what I can tell you about singularities. They’re there.” –Malcolm Perry
54There’s also the weak cosmic censorship conjecture which says roughly that nature always conspires to hide away singularities

behind event horizons. The two conjectures are related in spirit but formally distinct.

https://news.berkeley.edu/2018/02/20/some-black-holes-erase-your-past/
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For additional reading, see Harvey Reall’s review here as well as the recommended readings for the
essay:

◦ V. Cardoso, J. L. Costa, K. Destounis, P. Hintz and A. Jansen, “Quasinormal modes and Strong
Cosmic Censorship,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, no. 3, 031103 (2018), https://doi.org/10.1103/
PhysRevLett.120.031103

◦ O. J. C. Dias, H. S. Reall and J. E. Santos, “Strong cosmic censorship: taking the rough with the
smooth,” JHEP 1810, 001 (2018), https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2018)001.

Lecture 16.

Monday, November 12, 2018

Last time, we wrote down the metric for a black hole in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. It takes the
form

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M
r

)
dv + 2dvdr + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

We found that v is finite on the horizon, so the singularity at r = 2M was simply a coordinate singularity.
However, the singularity at r = 0 is a much bigger problem. We found that the trace of the Riemann tensor
(and therefore the Weyl tensor, since this is a vacuum spacetime) diverges badly as r → 0:

RabcdRabcd = CabcdCabcd ∼ M2/r6.

One might think that in assuming spherical symmetry we’ve added some extra assumption to produce
this singularity, but in fact Penrose showed under a set of more general conditions that if there is a horizon,
then there must be a singularity.55

Moreover, black holes (unlike diamonds) are not forever.56 In 1974, Hawking found that when particle-
antiparticle pairs are produced very near to the event horizon (as vacuum fluctuations), one of the two may
fall into the black hole while the other escapes. The result is that the black hole behaves like a thermally
radiating black body of temperature 1/8πM = THawking. In units, THawking = 6× 10−8

(
MS
M

)
Kelvin, where

MS is the solar mass of 2× 1033 grams.
However, thermal radiation is associated to an energy flux of σT4× surface area, where σ is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant. One expects that a black hole will generically radiate not just photons but all
elementary particles. However, rewriting the mass-temperature relation as M = 1/8πT and interpreting
the mass M as an energy, we find that the specific heat is

C =
∂M
∂T

= − 1
8πT2 < 0.

The fact that the specific heat is negative implies that black holes are unstable.
If we then compute dM/dt, we find that

dM
dt

= −(energy flux) ∼ − 1
M4 M2,

which means that a black hole has a lifetime scaling as M3, and given enough time, a black hole will
evaporate. For astrophysical black holes, this takes place on a timescale of about 1067(M2/M2

S) years.
However, black hole evaporation is important for the theory of black holes– for instance, it’s not totally

clear what happens to the singularity when a black hole evaporates. What happened to the information
(about the electron states, molecular configurations, etc.) contained in all the stuff that fell in? This is
related to the black hole information paradox, which we will likely see more about in the Black Holes course
in Lent.

Let us also note that black holes generically form when when an amount of matter M is confined to
some distance of scale R ∼ 2M. However, the laws of physics (as far as we are concerned here) are invariant

55This is Penrose’s 1965 singularity theorem. The converse is not proven yet (singularity =⇒ horizon) and is the statement of the
weak cosmic censorship conjecture, also due to Penrose.

56Technically diamonds are also metastable states of carbon, so make of that what you will.

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v11/6
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.031103
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.031103
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2018)001
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under time reversal, so where we defined our retarded coordinate v to be

v = t + r + 2M
(

ln
r− 2M

2M

)
,

we could just as easily flip the sign on t to get the advanced coordinate u, defined as

u = t− r− 2M
(

ln
r− 2M

2M

)
.

In the (u, r, θ, φ) coordinates the metric now takes the form

ds2 = −(1− 2M/r)du2 − 2dudr + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

We find that all timelike lines must leave the horizon, so this is essentially the time-reversed version of a
black hole, usually called a white hole.

In practice, white holes do not appear to exist in nature. When solving the wave equation in electrodyna-
mics,

�Aa = −µ0 ja,
one picks the retarded solutions and not the advanced solutions in order to preserve some nice idea of
causality.57

FLRW metrics and cosmology And now for something completely different. We’ll dip into cosmology
in a GR context for a minute. Much of the seminal work here is associated to Lemaître (1972, Belgium),
Friedmann (1922, Russia), Robertson (1931, US), and Walker (1937, UK). Between them, they developed
models of the entire universe beginning from the assumptions that space is homogeneous (the same
everywhere) and isotropic (the same in every direction). These are enough to suggest that the spatial part
of our metric ought to describe a maximally symmetric space with a full set of six Killing vectors for a
3-dimensional space. Indeed, the simplest possibility is just flat R3,

dσ2 = dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

We call this k = 1, and its symmetries are simply those of Euclidean 3-dimensional space. However, we
could also consider the geometry of S3 in hyperspherical coordinates,

dσ2 = dr2 + sin2 r(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Here, r and θ run from 0 ≤ r, θ ≤ π and φ runs from 0 ≤ φ < 2π. The symmetry group is SO(4), and we
say this has k = 1. However, note that unlike in R3, space is of finite spatial extent here. If we denote the
metric by γij with i, j = 1, 2, 3, we have

Rijkl =
1
6

R(γikγjl − γilγjk),

where R is the Ricci scalar, and the Ricci scalar is now identified with the scalar curvature from regular
differential geometry. (This is a bit like de Sitter space.)

Lastly, we can take k = −1, the hyperboloid with metric

dσ2 = dr2 + sinh2 r(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Here, the coordinate ranges are 0 ≤ r < ∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ < 2π. Now we get a similar Riemann tensor

Rijkl =
1
6

R(γikγjl − γilγjk)

but with R < 0.

Definition 16.1. More generally, let us now take the spacetime metric in 3 + 1 dimensions to be

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)dσ2
k

where k = 0,±1 and a(t) is some cosmological scale factor which depends on time. That is, the metric
separates into a time component and a spatial component whose only dependence on t is through the scale
factor a(t). Such metrics are known as FLRW spacetimes (for Friedman, Lemaître, Robetrson, and Walker).58

57Wonder if there’s a meaningful concept of thermodynamics for white holes.
58You’ll also hear FRW, RW, and FL used to describe such metrics. It depends on who you want to give the credit to.
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Now, there should be an energy-momentum tensor describing all the stuff in the universe, since our
universe is certainly not a vacuum solution. There’s stuff like galaxies and dark matter (about 26%),
dark energy (about 74%), and radiation (not much). We might write the energy-momentum tensor in the
following form:

Tab = (p + ρ)uaub + pgab,

where ua is a velocity four-vector, ρ is the energy density, and p is the pressure.
We’ll now state some facts about the equations of state for various sorts of energy content. Galaxies and

dark matter are free and don’t interact much, so for them we have p = 0, sometimes called dust. On the
other hand, radiation (in particular thermal radiation) obeys an equation of state p = 1

3 ρ. Finally, dark
energy (which remains largely mysterous) has an equation of state thought to be p = −ρ with ρ > 0.

Let’s look at the energy-momentum tensor for dark energy for a second. The velocity term is zero by the
equation of state (p + ρ = 0), so

Tab = −ρgab.

Of course, this is totally equivalent to adding a term Λgab in the Einstein equations, so one can trade dark
energy for a cosmological constant Λ = 8πρDE with ρDE the energy density of the dark energy.

What about all the regular massive stuff? Suppose we assume that on average, galaxies have no intrinsic
motion of their own, so they can be put into a rest frame, ua = (1, 0, 0, 0) (normalized by uaua = −1). Of
course, the whole point of the energy-momentum tensor is that it is conserved,

∇aTab = 0,

so writing this out explicitly we find that

∇a((p + ρ)uaub + pgab) = 0.

In the rest frame, b = 0 is the only equation with any content, so considering p, ρ, a as all functions of t we
find that

ρ̇ = −3(p + ρ)ȧ/a,

where · = d/dt, a derivative with respect to coordinate time. Now if p = 0 then

ρ̇ = 3ρȧ/a =⇒ ρ(t) = ρ0a3
0/a3(t).

Imagine measuring ρ now, corresponding to a time t0 when the universe has some scale factor a0. This
looks like the equation for the conservation of mass.

Non-lectured aside: energy conditions Our calculation of the 0 component of the conservation of energy
equation was a bit too quick. Let me redo this with an exposition from Carroll (pg. 333-334). Let’s start
with the energy-momentum tensor in the form

Tab = (p + ρ)uaub + pgab,

and work in the rest frame, ua = (1, 0, 0, 0). Then we can rewrite Tab as

Tab =


ρ 0 0 0
0
0 gij p
0


where i, j index over 1, 2, 3. If we now raise an index, we see that

Ta
b = diag(−ρ, p, p, p).

and we can consider the zero component of the conservation of energy equation,

∇aTa
0 = 0.

Expanding out the covariant derivative, we find that

0 = ∂aTa
0 + Γa

abTb
0 − Γb

a0Ta
b.
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To evaluate this covariant derivative, we should work out some Christoffel symbols. Fortunately, the
nice form of Ta

b means that we will only have to compute four. I will just compute two here, and you are
free to skip to the result. Recall the metric takes the form

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)dσ2
k ,

so the metric is diagonal. Let’s compute Γ1
10.

Γ1
10 =

1
2

g1d(−∂dg10 + ∂1g0d + ∂0g1d)

=
1
2

g11(∂0g11)

=
1
2

1
a2 (2aȧ)

=
ȧ
a

.

Of course, the spatial component of our metric is maximally symmetric, so really we’ve gotten three
Christoffels for the price of one:

Γ1
10 = Γ2

20 = Γ3
30 =

ȧ
a

.

What about Γ0
00? Well,

Γ0
00 =

1
2

g0d(−∂dg00 + ∂0g0d + ∂0g0d) = 0

since the dt2 component of the metric is independent of t.
So our covariant derivative becomes

0 = ∇aTa
0

= ∂aTa
0 + Γa

abTb
0 − Γb

a0Ta
b

= ∂0T0
0 + Γi

i0T0
0 − Γ0

00T0
0 − Γi

i0Ti
i

= −ρ̇ + 3
ȧ
a
(−ρ)− 3

ȧ
a

p

=⇒ ρ̇ = −3
ȧ
a
(p + ρ).

Following Carroll, let us define a generic equation of state relating p to ρ and write

p = wρ

where w is some time-independent constant. For dust, we have w = 0, for radiation w = 1/3, and for dark
energy w = −1. Then

ρ̇ = −3
ȧ
a
(1 + w)ρ,

which we can separate and integrate59 to get

ρ ∝ a−3(1+w).

This tells you precisely how the energy content of space gets diluted as space expands. In particular, note
that for dark energy, w = 0 =⇒ ρ =constant, which is why we sometimes think of dark energy as a
vacuum energy associated to empty space itself.

We can also put constraints on w using energy conditions. These are generic statements about the energy
content of spacetime, and I will simply state these in terms of their constraints on p and ρ:

◦ The Weak Energy Condition (WEC), where ρ ≥ 0 and ρ + p ≥ 0. Thus 1 + w ≥ 0.
◦ The Null Energy Condition (NEC), where ρ + p ≥ 0. A special case of the WEC.
◦ The Dominant Energy Condition (DEC), where ρ ≥ |p| ≥ 0. Thus 1− w ≥ 0.

59Basically, just write ρ̇
ρ = −3(1 + w) ȧ

a and then recognize that this is just d
dt (log ρ(t)) = −3(1 + w) d

dt log a(t) = d
dt log a−3(1+w).

Equate the d/dts, equate the logs, and pick up a proportionality constant for your trouble.
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◦ The Null Dominant Energy Condition (NDEC). Same as the Dominant Energy Condition, except we
allow negative densities so long as p = −ρ (a negative vacuum energy).
◦ The Strong Energy Condition (SEC), where ρ + p ≥ 0 and ρ + 3p ≥ 0. The SEC does not imply the

WEC, but does imply the NEC.
The SEC comes up in the statements of some singularity theorems because of its implication that gravity is
always attractive. Most classical matter obeys the DEC, and therefore also the WEC, NEC, and NDEC. If
we require that the energy density ρ is always non-negative, then all the energy conditions imply w ≥ −1.

Lecture 17.

Wednesday, November 14, 2018

Last time, we wrote down the equation relating the scale factor a to the content of spacetime:

ρ̇ = −3(p + ρ)ȧ/a.

Some examples of the stuff in spacetime include dust (p = 0, ρM = ρ0a3
0/a3), radiation (p = ρ/3, with

ρrad = ρ0a4
0/a4, and dark energy (p = −ρ, ρΛ =constant). But what we observe is that in an expanding

universe, radiation is thus diluted faster (a−4) than matter (a−3), which is diluted faster than dark energy.
Now recall that we have written the Einstein equations

Rab −
1
2

Rgab + Λgba = 8πTab,

where we have supposed the metric separates into a time component and a scaled spatial component,

ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)dσ2.

Now using the form of the energy-momentum tensor Tab in terms of the density ρ and pressure p, we find
that

4π(ρ + 3p)−Λ = −3ä/a,
which can be written as

3ȧ2 = 8πρa2 + Λa2 − 3k.
This is sometimes known as the Raychaudhuri equation or the energy equation.

In the absence of matter, there is just Λ to govern the curvature and expansion. Λ > 0 gives de Sitter
space, Λ = 0 Minkowski space, and Λ < 0 anti de Sitter space. What happens if we put some matter in?

If we now take dust with p = 0 and start with a Λ = 0, k = 0 universe, we get

a(t) ∼ t2/3,

a power law. Suppose we take boundary conditions a(t0) = a0. Then

a(t) = a0(t/t0)
2/3,

and we can relate the density to time,

ρ0 =
1

6πt2
0

.

That is, we can relate ρ0 the density at t0 to the age of the universe. But notice that as we rewind to t = 0,
the curvature (or equivalently the density) blows up– spacetime becomes singular. This turns out to be
fairly generic behavior in the absence of a cosmological constant. Theorems of Hawking and Penrose in fact
guarantee that in an expanding universe with ordinary matter (Λ = 0), there must be an initial singularity.
Like most singularities, there is really nothing more we can say about it.

Let’s now consider the k = 1 case, still for dust (Λ = 0, p = 0). The Raychaudhuri equation now gives us

ȧ =

√
8πρ0a3

0
3a

− k.

If we now make the substitution a =
8πρ0a3

0
3 sin2 θ, the equation becomes

16πρ0a3
0

3

∫
sin2 θdθ = t,
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Figure 3. The scale factor as a function of time. We have written the metric as ds2 =
−dt2 + a2(t)dσ2

k , where dσ2
k is a purely spatial metric. The spatial part can be positively

curved (k = +1), negatively curved (k = −1), or flat (k = 0). At early times (the circled red
region), all three scenarios expand similarly, but the k = +1 solution eventually contracts
back to a singularity, while the k = 0 and k = −1 solutions expand forever. Experimentally,
we cannot yet distinguish between which of these scenarios describes our universe.

which has the solution
8πρ0a3

0
3

(θ − 1
2

sin 2θ) = t.

Thus

a(t) =
8πρ0a3

0
3

sin2 θ,

which is the formula for a cycloid. The universe therefore expands out to some maximum scale at θ = π/2,
and then contracts back to a singularity at t = π.

What if k = −1? Then we ought to modify the sine to a sinh,

a =
8πρ0a3

0
3

sinh2 θ.

The solution is now

t =
9πρ0a3

0
3

(
1
2

sinh 2θ − θ),

which leads to continuous expansion. It is at first independent of k: for small t,

a(t) ∼ t2/3.

But at late times, k = −1 looks like linear expansion.
What we find is that it is hard to measure k when t is small– at early times, all expansions look pretty

similar in their scaling– see Fig. 3.

Gravitational radiation Just as Maxwell’s equations in vacuum have plane wave solutions, we expect
that Einstein’s equations in vacuum might also reasonably have some wave solutions. We can treat these
solutions using perturbation theory. Think about small perturbations to the metric,

gab = g(0)ab + hab,
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and let’s work in linear order in h.
Then we can expand the Einstein equations accordingly. For instance,

δRab = −1
2
�hab +

1
2
∇d∇ahb

d +
1
2
∇d∇bha

d − 1
2
∇a∇bh,

with h = habg(0)
ab

. Note that the covariant derivatives ∇ are taken with respect to the original unperturbed
metric g(0). The variation of the Einstein equations is therefore

δRab −
1
2

δRg(0)ab −
1
2

Rhab = 8πTab.

Here, we think of Tab as the source of gravitational radiation, so Tab is of order h.
To simplify somewhat, we take g(0) to be Minkowski space and work in t, x, y, z coordinates. Thus ∇a

becomes a partial derivative and � is just the flat space wave operator. Our equations simplify to

−�hab + ∂d∂ahb
d + ∂d∂bha

d − ∂a∂bh + ηab�h− ηab∂c∂dhcd = 16πTab,

which is the analog of Maxwell’s equation– written in terms of a vector potential, that looks like

�Aa − ∂b∂a Ab = −µ0 ja.

It is often convenient to solve Maxwell’s equations with an appropriate choice of gauge. Let us try to find
something equivalent for our Einstein equations.

Suppose one makes a coordinate transformation

xa 7→ x′a = xa + εa.

We previously found that if the line element is invariant, this changes the metric by ∇aεb +∇bεa. When
such transformations were isometries (leave the metric unchanged), these εs just solved Killing’s equation.
In our problem, this changes the metric by

∂aεb + ∂bεa.

Thus h′ab = hab + ∂aεb + ∂bεa represents the same physical perturbation, and we shall choose h′ab to obey

∂a(h′
ab − 1

2
ηabh′) = 0,

which we call the harmonic gauge. This is analogous to setting ∂a Aa = 0 in electrodynamics.
Can we always do this? If we expand out this expression, we find that

0 = ∂a(h′
ab − 1

2
ηabh′) = ∂a(hab − 1

2
ηabh) + ∂a∂aεb + ∂a∂bεa − 1

2
ηab∂a (2∂cεc)︸ ︷︷ ︸

h′

.

These last two terms cancel, so setting this gauge is equivalent to solving

�εb = −Cb

for Cb = ∂a(hab − 1
2 ηabh). But we can always solve this equation by constructing a Green’s function for �,

so one can always choose this gauge. We’ll show this explicitly in the next lecture.

The Green’s function for � Generically, our equation takes the form

−∂2εb

∂t2 +∇2εb = −Cb.

Here, εb, Cb are functions of x, t. Let us take the Fourier transform and write in p, ω variables as

ε̂(p, ω) =
∫

d3xdtε(x, t)e−iωt+ip·x.

Time derivatives bring down ωs and ∇s bring down p,s so our equation in Fourier space reduces to

(ω2 − p2)ε̂(p, ω) = −Ĉ(p, ω).

Thus we rewrite

ε̂(p, ω) = − Ĉ(p, ω)

ω2 − p2 .
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We need only take the inverse Fourier transform to get us back to real space.

Lecture 18.

Friday, November 16, 2018

Previously, we introduced the Minkowski wave equation with a source

�φ(x, t) = C(x, t),

where the � operator is

− ∂2

∂t2 +
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2 .

This is a hyperbolic operator (cf. elliptic operators, e.g. the Laplacian), so the solutions are not unique. One
can find the Green’s function G(x, t; x′, t′) such that

�G = δ(4)(x− x′). (18.1)

If we have such a function, then

φ(x, t) =
∫

d4x′G(x, t; x′, t′)C(x′, t′)

=⇒ �φ(x, t) =
∫

d4x′�G(x, t; x′, t′)C(x′, t′)

=
∫

d4x′δ(4)(x− x′)C(x′, t′)

= C,

so this makes it easy to solve for φ in terms of any source function we like.
If we take the Fourier transform of 18.1 with respect to x, we find that

Ĝ(p, ω; x′, t′) =
e−iωt′+ip·x′

ω2 − p2 .

Thus we take the inverse Fourier transform to get back to real space,

G(x, t; x′, t′) =
1

(2π)4

∫
d4 p

e−iωt′+ip·x′

ω2 − p2 eiωt−ip·x.

But there’s a problem– this integral has poles on the real line at ω = ±|p|.
Now, in Quantum Field Theory, we saw a similar integral and chose a particular contour to do the complex

integral, which yielded the Feynman propagator. Here, we will instead be interested in the “retarded
Green’s function” in order to preserve causality in our classical theory. That is, we will move both poles
into the upper half plane by a small amount.

There are other choices for how to define the contour, and some of the other solutions arise in the
contexts of QFT, statistical field theory, and classical electrodynamics. We can compare our choice of the
retarded Green’s function to the advanced Green’s function (moving both poles down), the time ordered
(Feynman) propagator (moving the pole at ω = |p| up and ω = −|p| down), and the anti time-ordered
Green’s function (moving ω = |p| down and ω = −|p| up).

Let us therefore choose to compute the retarded Green’s function and write the real-space Green’s
function as

G(x, t; x′, t′) =
1

(2π)4

∫
d4 p

eiω(t−t′)−ip·(x−x′)

(ω− |p| − iε)(ω + |p| − iε)
.

Notice that if (t− t′) > 0, then we must close the contour in the upper half-plane, where ω → +i∞, while
the opposite is true for t− t′ < 0. But we have chosen to move both the poles into the upper half-plane,
so by the Cauchy integral formula, this contour integral is only nonzero for t− t′ > 0, and its value is
precisely given by the residues:

G(x, t; x′, t′) =
2πi
(2π)4

∫
d3 p

[
1

2|p| e
i|p|(t−t′)−ip(x−x′) − 1

2|p| e
−i|p|(t−t′)−ip·(x−x′)

]
for t− t′ > 0, and = 0 otherwise.
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Let us further define r ≡ x− x′ and notice that we can therefore rewrite our integral in spherical polar
coordinates, with

d3 p = p2dp sin θdθdφ,

where the p on the RHS means |p|, and θ is simply the angle between p and r. Then in terms of r, p we can
rewrite and explicitly calculate this integral. For t− t′ > 0,

G(x, t; x′, t′) =
i

16π3

∫
pdp sin θdθdφ

[
eip(t−t′)−ipr cos θ − e−ip(t−t′)−ipr cos θ

]
(18.2)

=
i

8π2

∫
pdp sin θdθdφ

[
eip(t−t′)−ipr cos θ − e−ip(t−t′)−ipr cos θ

]
=

1
8π2r

∫
dp
[
eip(t−t′) − e−ip(t−t′)

]
eip cos θ |π0

=
1

8π2r

∫
dp
[
eip(t−t′) − e−ip(t−t′)

]
[eipr − e−ipr] (18.3)

= − 1
2π2r

∫ ∞

0
dp sin p(t− t′) sin(pr)

= − 1
4π2r

∫ ∞

−∞
dp sin p(t− t′) sin pr (18.4)

= +
1

4π2r

∫ ∞

−∞
dp[cos p(t− t′ + r)− cos p(t− t′ − r)]

1
2

=
1

8π2r

∫ ∞

−∞
dp Re[eip(t−t′+r) − e−ip(t−t′−r)] (18.5)

=
1

4πr
[δ(t− t′ + r)− δ(t− t′ − r)]

= − 1
4πr

δ(t− t′ + r).

Let’s break down what we did here. In going from Eqn. 18.2 to Eqn. 18.3, we explicitly performed the φ
and d cos θ integrals, and we then rewrote the difference of complex exponentials as a sin. In Eqn. 18.4,
we used the fact that sin p(t− t′) sin pr is even in p to extend the limits of integration to −∞ → ∞, and
changed a product of sines to a difference of cosines using a trig identity. Finally, in 18.5, we rewrote
the cosines as the real parts of imaginary exponentials, performed the dp integral, and dropped one of
the resulting δ functions since δ(t− t′ + r) has the property that for t− t′ > 0, r > 0 =⇒ t− t′ + r 6= 0.
Therefore all we are left with is

G = − 1
4πr

δ(t− t′ − |x− x′|).

With our Green’s function in hand, we can now write down our solution φ for an arbitrary source:

φ(x, t) = −
∫

d4x′
1

4π|x− x′|C(x
′, t′)δ(t− t′ − |x− x′|).

Here, the delta function restricts you to the past light cone of (x, t). This is in line with our ideas about
causality (i.e. the influence of waves should propagate from the past to the future, and not the other way
around).

It might concern you that x seems to be treated differently from t in this integral, so our solution is not
obviously covariant. To resolve this, let us recall that for a function g(x), x ∈ R,∫ ∞

−∞
dx f (x)δ(g(x)) = ∑

a∈g−1(0)

f (a)
|g′(a)| .

(That is, a is in the set of zeroes of g(x).) Then we have∫
d4x′δ((x− x′)2) . . . =

∫
d3x′dt′δ((t− t′)2 − (x− x′)2).
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The term in the first δ function is zero if there is a light ray joining x and x′ (considered as four-vectors).
The delta function on the RHS can be written as t− t′ − |x− x′|, t− t′ + |x− x′|, so we equivalently get

δ(t− t′ − |x− x′|)
2|x− x′| +

δ(t− t′ + |x− x′|)
2|x− x′| .

But this means that we can rewrite our solution for φ as

φ(x, t) = − 1
2π

∫
d4x′δ((x− x′)2)C(x′, t′)θ(t− t′),

which now looks completely covariant. Here, θ is the usual Heaviside step function.
Great. Let’s return to our problem of gravitational radiation. We can certainly fix the harmonic gauge by

solving

�εa = Ca(x, t) = ∇a(h′
ab − 1

2
gabh′).

Since we have just constructed the solution, any perturbation hab can be put in the harmonic gauge.
Let us now write down the linearized Einstein equations. Recall that harmonic gauge means that

∇a(hab − 1
2

gabh) = 0. (18.6)

The linearized Einstein equations take the form

−1
2
�hab +

1
2

∂d∂ahd
b︸ ︷︷ ︸

1
2 ∂a∂bh

+
1
2

∂d∂bhd
a︸ ︷︷ ︸

1
2 ∂a∂bh

−1
2

∂a∂bh +
1
2

ηab�h− 1
2

ηab∂c∂dhcd︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2 ηab�h

= 8πTab.

Applying the harmonic gauge condition 18.6, this simplifies considerably to

−1
2
�hab +

1
4

ηab�h = 8πTab.

By contracting with ηab, we find that
1
2
�h = 8πT,

and substituting this result back in we get

�hab = −16π

(
Tab −

1
2

ηabT
)

.

This equation therefore relates perturbations hab of the Minkowski metric to their sources represented by
Tab. Our formula for solving � equations works just as well here, so we can now determine the form of
the perturbations given a source function. The equations in a curved background spacetime are more
complicated and beyond the scope of this course.60

Lecture 19.

Monday, November 19, 2018

Last time, we showed that one can always choose the harmonic gauge when considering gravitational
radiation. That is, we can choose a perturbation hab to satisfy the harmonic gauge condition

∂ahab − 1
2

ηab∂ah = 0

so that
∂2hab = 0

60It’s important that whatever Tab we put in space, it doesn’t have too much of an impact on the background ηab so that we can
treat this with perturbation theory. Of course, we could always set Tab = 0 to solve the vacuum Einstein equations, and then it’s fairly
clear our theory still admits a class of wave solutions, �hab = 0. These are precisely the gravitational waves observed by experiments
like LIGO in the United States and VIRGO in Italy.
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Gravitational waves are the classical version of gravitons. We therefore expect our solutions to have two
polarization states since gravitons are massless and bosonic (in particular, they are spin 2).61 However, as
a symmetric rank 2 tensor, hab has 10 components, and the gauge condition imposes four independent
constraints (since it has one free index), so 10− 4 = 6 6= 2– we seem to have ended up with some extra
degrees of freedom. How do we resolve this?

Recall that we wrote hab plane wave solutions, so we may write

hab = Aeab Re [exp(ikcxc)] .

Here, A is the amplitude of the wave, eab is a polarization tensor (cf. the wave solutions to Maxwell’s
equations), and we are taking the real part because the metric is real. We can usually just take the real part
at the end, so we’ll treat it as implicit until the end of most of our calculations.

Note that plugging this plane wave solution into the wave equation tells us that

∂2hab = 0 =⇒ kaka = 0,

so the wave vector for our solutions is null. That is, gravitational waves travel at the speed of light. Let us
also check the gauge condition:

kaeab − 1
2

ηabkaec
c = 0. (19.1)

This relates the wave vector k to the polarization tensor eab. However, we recall from our initial discussion
of the harmonic gauge that if hab is a gauge transformation, then

h′ab = hab + ∂aεb + ∂bεa

is also a valid gauge transformation. Let us suppose we have found some hab which satisfies the harmonic
gauge condition, and choose a specific gauge transformation

εa = −iAΛaeikcxc
.

Then the perturbation goes to
hab → hab + A(Λakb + Λbka)eikcxc

.
This induces a change in the polarization tensor

eab → eab + Λakb + ΛbKa,

but it turns out that harmonic gauge is preserved. Explicitly,

kaeab − 1
2

ηabkaec
c → kaeab − 1

2
ηabkaec

c + ka(Λakb + Λbka)− 1
2

ηabka(2kcΛc).

The third and fifth terms cancel after a relabeling of dummy indices, and the fourth term kaΛbka vanishes
since k is null. Thus there are four further transformations labeled by Λa that are gauge transformations.
That is, we have four more nonphysical degrees of freedom, so now we have 10− 4− 4 = 2 degrees of
freedom corresponding to our two polarization states, as expected.

Let us examine a wave travelling in the +z-direction, with wave vector

ka = k(1, 0, 0, 1)

ka = k(−1, 0, 0, 1)

in coordinates xa = (t, x, y, z) such that the exponential part of hab takes the form exp([ik(−t + z)]. What
effect does Λ have on eab? In particular, let us look at some specific components, remembering that
k0 = −k, k3 = k, k1 = k2 = 0. Then

e01 → e01 + Λ0k1︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+Λ1k0

e02 → e02 + Λ0k2︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+Λ2k0

e03 → e03 + Λ0k3 + Λ3k0 = e03 + Λ0k−Λ3k.

61The situation is different for massive spin 2. For a massive particle, we can always boost into its rest frame, so we get extra
polarizations. The same is true for massive vector particles, e.g. massive photons.
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Since k1, k2 = 0, we could choose Λ1 so that e01 → 0 and Λ2 so that e02 → 0. The third one we cannot be so
quick about, since it contains both Λ0, Λ3. But we could look at the trace of eab:

ea
a = −e00 + e11 + e22 + e33

→ −e00 + e11 + e22 + e33 − 2Λ0k0 + 2Λ1k1 + 2Λ2k2 + 2Λ3k3

= −e00 + e11 + e22 + e33 + 2Λ0k + 2Λ3k.

Therefore let us pick Λ0, Λ3 such that ea
a = 0, e03 = 0. We have now used up all our constraints from Λ.

Thus the gauge condition 19.1 now tells us that

kaeab − 1
2

kbec
c = kaeab = 0,

since the trace of e is zero. Note also that eab is certainly symmetric, since it is part of our plane wave
solutions to hab, which itself must be symmetric since it represents a perturbation to the metric.

But looking at the individual components of this equation (and recalling that k1 = k2 = 0), we find that

b = 0, k0e00 + k3e30 = 0

b = 1, k0e01 + k3e31 = 0

b = 2, k0e02 + k3e32 = 0

b = 3, k0e03 + k3e33 = 0.

But because of our choice of Λ, these equations respectively imply that

e03 = e30 = 0 =⇒ e00 = 0,

e01 = 0 =⇒ e13 = 0,

e02 = 0 =⇒ e23 = 0,

e03 = 0 =⇒ e33 = 0

We are left with just two undetermined components, e12 = e21 and e11 = −e22. Therefore these are precisely
the two polarization states we wanted.

For a wave traveling in the positive z-direction, in the transverse tracefree gauge, we get the × polarization,
where

eab =


0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .

That is, we have taken e12 6= 0 and all others zero. We also get the + polarization, with

eab =


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0

 .

Now, we might be concerned that since this construction was based on the linearized Einstein equations,
there’s no guarantee that our plane waves will also be solutions to the full (nonlinear) Einstein equations.
In Maxwell there was no problem, since the original equations were linear. What about for gravity?

It turns out things are okay (our plane wave solutions still make sense), but the approach is slightly
different. Let us start as usual in flat space, Rab = 0,62 and write down a line element

ds2 = 2dudv + dx2 + dy2.

Here, u, v are the advanced and retarded coordinates defined as

u = t− z

v = −(t + z).

62Equivalently, we are solving the vacuum Einstein equations for Λ = 0.
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Note that this is simply Minkowski space in a funny notation, which is clear if we expand out dudv in
dt, dz, and moreover note that our wave solutions are a function of t− z = u only. We can also see that u
and v are both clearly null coordinates for Minkowski space (one can observe this from the definitions of u
and v, which trace out the two sides of the light cone, or by setting u, x, y constant and noting that ds2 = 0
no matter what v is).

Let us modify the line element now to

ds2 = 2dudv + dx2 + dy2 + H(x, y, u)du2,

where H is some undetermined function of x, y, and u. This H spoils v as a null coordinate, since for fixed
x, y, v we have in general ds2 6= 0, but u is still a good null coordinate. Such a metric is called the Kerr-Schild
form of a metric. We still want our space to be flat, so

Rab = 0 =⇒ H(x, y, u) = (x2 − y2) f (u) + 2xyg(u).

Although H is constrained to take this form, the functions f (u), g(u) are arbitrary. What we discover is
that our freedom in selecting the functions f (u), g(u) corresponds precisely to the + and × polarizations.
However, these Kerr-Schild metrics can be a bit tricky to manipulate, so it’s usually most convenient to just
work in perturbation theory.

How would we observe gravitational waves? Of course, we have done so– the experimental discovery
of gravitational waves won Rainer Weiss, Barry Barish, and Kip Thorne the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physics.
In principle, a non-vanishing hab affects the motion of particles, so let us look at the relative motion of
nearby particles. In particular, let’s look at the equation of geodesic deviation (see Lecture 6 if you’ve
forgotten) and compare the tangent vectors Ua = dxa/ds of nearby geodesics. Here, s is just some affine
parameter.63 Going between neighboring geodesics, we get a vector Va(s) which evolves as you move along
the geodesics as

d2Va

ds2 + Ra
bcdUbUdVc = 0.

Suppose the particles are at rest in our frame, Ua = (1, 0, 0, 0). Thus the equation for V becomes

d2Va

ds2 + Ra
0c0Vc = 0.

Now the motion of these particles responds to h via the Riemann tensor:

Ra
cde = ∂dΓa

ce − ∂eΓa
cd + Γ2 terms.

We neglect the Γ2 terms, since these will be quadratic in our perturbation. What remains is

Ra
0c0 = ∂cΓa

00 − ∂0Γa
c0

= ∂c

(
1
2

ηab(−∂bh00 + ∂0hb0 + ∂0hb0)

)
− ∂0

(
1
2

ηab(−∂bh0c + ∂0hbc + ∂ch0b)

)
.

However, in the transverse tracefree gauge, h00 = h01 = h02 = h03 = 0 (this comes from our constraints on
the polarization tensor eab), so any terms involving hs with 0 indices are zero. What’s left is

Ra
0c0 = −1

2
ηab∂2

0hbc,

and so equivalently we may write
d2Va

ds2 −
1
2

ηab ḧbcVc = 0,

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to t. We see that h drives an “acceleration” in Va, which
means that it produces a force between nearby particles.

63The notation here is inconsistent with our previous discussion of the relative acceleration of geodesics. There, t was the affine
parameter along the curve and s related neighboring geodesics. What was S before is here V, and what was T before is now U. I may
clean up the notation to make it consistent later.
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Non-lectured aside: detection of gravitational waves Having discussed this, I should remark that this
is not at all how gravitational waves are detected. This force is tiny. We would have to isolate particles with
incredible precision and measure their relative motions while accounting for all other possible interactions.
In practice, we use interferometry to detect relative changes in distance along perpendicular axes. This also
requires incredible precision, but in areas which are considerably more manageable for experimentalists.

Consider the + polarization of a gravitational wave. If we begin with a circular ring of particles, this ring
is first squeezed in the x direction and then in the y direction, going back and forth. See for instance the
very nice animations at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_wave#Effects_of_passing.

Suppose we’re sitting at the origin O, and we set up our experiment in the xy plane (z = 0). It sends
one light beam down the x direction, and another in the y direction. They travel for some distance L (as
measured in plain old Minkowski space), and then are reflected back to O by some mirrors at the end. We
prepare these light beams to be perfectly in phase when we emit them at O, so that if they travel the same
distance 2L (going out and coming back), they will still be perfectly in phase when they arrive.

Now suppose a gravitational wave in the + polarization passes through. Remember that + will stretch
and squeeze the ring in x and y, which are exactly the axes our detector is set up along. You might guess
the effect it will have on the two arms of our experiment, but let’s write it down. To leading order, the
metric is

gµν = ηµν + Aeµν cos(k(−t + z)).
Since we are in the + polarization and sitting at z = 0, we can now write this as

ds2 = dt2 + dz2 + (1 + A cos(kt))dx2 + (1− A cos(kt))dy2.

Therefore the length of the arm in the x direction will be

Lx ≈ L
(

1 +
1
2

A cos(kt)
)

and the length of the arm in the y direction becomes

Ly ≈ L
(

1− 1
2

A cos(kt)
)

.

If we assume that the travel time of the light is small compared to 1/the frequency of oscillations and that
the amplitude A is small, then the total difference in path length is

2A cos(kt0)

for a measurement made at time t0. But this means that the beams of light will have travelled different
distances and are therefore out of phase when they arrive back at the origin! This will result in interference
between what were initially two perfectly in phase beams of light, and by measuring the changes in
intensity when the beams are recombined at the origin, we can detect gravitational waves as they pass
through. Note that because the light is being constantly produced at the emitters with a fixed reference
wavelength, it is not the case that the light will be stretched and squeezed along with the arms. The light
beams are like a fixed ruler, so the relative distances of the arms really do change in a measurable way.

Practically speaking, this is very hard. The amplitude A of the perturbation is very small, so the arms
have length L = 4 km and the light is amplified to a power of 100 kW. The apparatus is seismically
isolated in order to prevent noise from earthquakes, trucks on the highway, and any other number of
background sources. The other smart thing to do is to set the light beams perfectly out of phase when they
are produced rather than in phase, so that if no wave is passing through, the beams destructively interfere.
This destructive interference is reduced when a gravitational wave passes through, and it’s much easier to
measure light/no light than light/slightly less light.

The other, other smart thing to do is to set up multiple detectors (if you can afford them) and set them
up along different axes (separated by 45 degrees, for example). That’s exactly what the LIGO Collaboration
did, establishing sites in Livingston, Louisiana and Hanford, Washington. This has three main benefits.
The first is the most obvious– redundancy helps to avoid false positives, so if you see a signal at both sites
(which are geographically separated), it’s less likely to be a fake. The second is that you have a better
chance of seeing a signal aligned with at least one set of detector axes, which improves the sensitivity of
the measurement. The third is that it gives you spatial localization for the signal, i.e. you know when it hits
the first detector and when it hits the second, and you know where both detectors are, so you can figure

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_wave#Effects_of_passing
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out approximately where the signal might have come from. The more detectors you add, the better you can
localize the source. And in turn, this has big implications for astronomers who might like to observe these
highly energetic events with their telescopes.

The coordination of astrophysical observations through multiple channels (e.g. gamma rays, neutrinos,
gravitational waves, and cosmic rays) is known as multi-messenger astronomy, and the experimental discovery
of gravitational waves is already opening new avenues of collaboration. Thanks to LIGO, VIRGO, and other
detectors coming online in the near future, we have a whole new way of listening to the sky, and no one
knows exactly what they will teach us.

Lecture 20.

Wednesday, November 21, 2018

Last time, we considered the effect of gravitational radiation on geodesic deviation.
We found that for Va the vector connecting two neighboring geodesics, d2Va

ds2 − 1
2 ηab(∂2

0hbc)Vc = 0. We
had hab = AeabReeiω(t−z) for some characteristic frequency ω. Now, a wave traveling in the z direction will
not displace particles in the z direction since there are no nonzero components of eza and therefore no hza.
However, if we look at particles lying in the xy plane, we can get some nontrivial motion.

Let’s also note that we have one geodesic already– a particle sitting precisely at the origin, x = y = z = 0
will not be displaced by the gravitational wave. Therefore we can take Va to be a genuine displacement
between a particle (e.g. at coordinates (s, x, y, 0)) and the origin.

Generally, we get

d2x
ds2 −

1
2

ḧxxx− 1
2

ḧxyy = 0

d2y
ds2 −

1
2

ḧyxx− 1
2

ḧyyy = 0.

If we look at the + polarization, exx = 1, eyy = −1 gives us

d2x
ds2 −

1
2

Aω2 cos(ωs)x = 0

d2y
ds2 +

1
2

Aω2 cos(ωs)y = 0.

For the × polarization, we instead get

d2x
ds2 −

1
2

Aω2 cos(ωs)y = 0

d2y
ds2 +

1
2

Aω2 cos(ωs)x = 0.

These are known as Hill’s equations and while they’re not pleasant to solve, we can intuitively understand
how they distort rings of particles.

For the + polarization, an initially circular ring of particles lying in the xy plane is squeezed in the y
direction, then in the x direction, and alternates between these. For the × polarization, the ring is squeezed
along y = x and then along y = −x.

We see that the displacement is only transverse to the direction of the wave motion, so gravitational
waves are transverse waves. This is in analogy to EM waves. However, since the photon is spin 1, the
polarization states are a bit different– we get “up-and-down” or “left-and-right” motion, but not both at
once.64 That we get squeezing along different axes is characteristic of the graviton being a spin 2 particle.

Most gravitational waves are produced by cataclysmic astrophysical events where a tremendous amount
of energy is released. Recall that moving charges produce electromagnetic radiation with a power given by
Larmor’s formula,

P =
2
3

q2 ẍ2.

64This is different from taking linear combinations of the polarization states, which we can of course do. Really the difference is
between side-to-side wiggles (massless spin 1) and squishing-squeezing wiggles (massless spin 2).
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Let us try to find an equivalent for classical gravitational radiation. That is, let us consider the simplest
case– the Einstein equations with fluctuations about flat space,

Rab −
1
2

Rgab = 8πTab.

We take perturbations of flat spacetime generated by Tab, such that

gab = ηab + hab

with hab a small perturbation. Linearizing the Einstein equations gives

�hab = −16π(Tab −
1
2

ηabT)

for transverse tracefree perturbations. Previously, we just looked at the term linear in hab in Rab − 1
2 Rgab,

but the Ricci tensor in fact involves all possible powers of hab. For note that if gab → ηab + hab, then the
inverse metric goes to gab → ηab − hab + hachb

c + O(h3).65 Therefore the Christoffel symbols and the Ricci
tensor will involve higher powers of the perturbation.

To zeroth order, there is no perturbation. However, we can write

[Rab −
1
2

Rgab]
(1) + [Rab −

1
2

Rgab]
(2) = 8πTab,

where the superscripts indicate terms of that order in h. Let us then rewrite the Einstein equations as

[Rab −
1
2

Rgab]
(1) = 8πTab − [Rab −

1
2

Rgab]
(2),

where we interpret the first-order terms on the LHS as responding to the source Tab on the right, and the
second-order terms as an effective energy-momentum tensor tab for gravitational waves, i.e.

+8πtab = −[Rab −
1
2

Rgab]
(2).

The effect is that in perturbation theory, gravitational waves carry energy and momentum.
Expanding out to second order in h gives a big mess:66

Rab =
1
2
[∂ahcd∂bhcd + hcd(∂a∂bhcd + ∂c∂dhab − ∂c∂ahdb − ∂d∂bhac)

+ ∂chd
b(∂chad − ∂dhac)− (∂dhcd − 1

2
∂ch)(∂bhcd + ∂ahcd − ∂chab)].

In electromagnetism, we often calculate the time average to make our lives easier. In particular terms which
are total derivatives time average to zero, e.g. 〈∂a( )〉 = 0 and similarly 〈∂a( )∂b( )〉 = −〈( )∂a∂b( )〉.

The calculation is messy but the result is okay. We can define h̄ to be the trace-reversed version of hab:

h̄ab = hab −
1
2

ηabh

hab = h̄ab −
1
2

ηab h̄

where h is the trace of hab, h = habηab. In this notation, we get an effective energy-momentum tensor of

tab =
1

32π
〈∂a h̄cd∂b h̄cd − 1

2
∂a h̄∂b h̄− 2∂c h̄c

a∂d h̄d
b〉.

65Let’s check this computation real quick. The one thing we need to remember here is that indices are raised and lowered by the
original metric before perturbation, i.e. by ηab. The defining condition of the inverse metric gab is that gabgbc = δc

b.

(ηab + hab)(η
bc − hbc + hachb

c) = ηabηbc − ηabhbc + habηbc − habhbc + ηabhbdhc
d + habhbdhc

d

= δc
b − ha

c + ha
c − habhbc + ha

dhc
d + habhbdhc

d

= δc
b + O(h3),

using the symmetry of hab to cancel the order h2 terms. We can see that in cancelling the h2 term, however, we have gotten an order h3

correction, which means that the full inverse metric will also need an order h3 term, and so on.
66“As you can see, doing that involves hours of fun.” –Malcolm Perry
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In the transverse tracefree gauge we have ∂c h̄c
a = 0, h̄ = 0 and therefore

tab =
1

32π
〈∂a h̄cd∂b h̄cd〉.

The quantity being averaged here is analogous to the the Poynting vector in electromagnetism. Now
passing back to the Einstein equations, we have

�hab = −16π[Tab −
1
2

ηabT]

in the transverse tracefree gauge, or equivalently

�h̄ab = −16πTab.

We can then solve for h̄ab with a Green’s function:

h̄ab(x, t) = 4
∫

d3x′
1

|x− x′|Tab(x
′, t′)

where t′ = t− |x− x′|.
What if we consider static sources where Tab is only non-zero in some small region? Moreover, let us sit

far away from whatever is radiating so that r = |x| � |x′| = r′. Then we may expand

1
|x− x′| =

1
(x2 − 2x · x′ + x′2)1/2

=
1
r

(
1 +

x · x′
r2 − x′2

2r2 +
3
2
(x · x′)2

r4 + . . .

)
.

Let us denote by θ the angle between x and x′ so that x · x′ = rr′ cos θ. Then we can rewrite this expression
as

1
r
+

1
r2 r′ cos θ +

1
2r3 r′2(3 cos2 θ − 1) + . . . .

We might67 recognize these functions of θ as the Legendre polynomials P1(cos θ), P2(cos θ). Thus we are
led to the solution

h̄ab =
4
r

∫
r′2dr′ sin θdθdφTab(x′)

[
1 +

r′ cos θ

r
+

r′2(3 cos2 θ − 1)
2r2 + . . .

]
,

which is simply the multipole expansion for gravitational radiation.

Lecture 21.

Friday, November 23, 2018

Last time, we introduced the formula for gravitational radiation far from a localized source. We said that
for a source Tab sitting at x′, t′, we see a perturbation to the metric at x, t such that

h̄ab(x, t) =
∫

d3x′Tab(x, t− |x− x′|) 1
|x− x′| .

Note that with r = |x|, we can write

1
|x− x′| =

1
r
(1− x · x′

r2 +
3(x · x′)2

r4 − x′2

2x2 + . . .

where the 1/r2 term is dipole radiation and the 1/r4 term is quadrupole radiation.
Suppose we now look at static sources where Tab is independent of t. In particular, Tab is dominated by

the rest mass energy, so just T00 6= 0, and we say that T00 = ρ a mass density. Then

h̄ab =
4
r

∫
d3x′Tab(x′)(1− x · x′

r2 +
3(x · x′)2

r4 − x′2

2x2 + . . .].

In particular the 00 term of the perturbation is to leading order

h̄00 =
4
r

∫
d3x′ρ(x′) =

4M
r

= −4Φ,

67Well, I wouldn’t.
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where Φ is simply the Newtonian gravitational potential in units where G = 1. Note that since h̄ is the
trace-reversed version of h, we find that

h00 = h̄00 −
1
2

η00(−h̄00 + h̄11 + h̄22 + h̄33) =
1
2

h̄00 = −2Φ

since all the other components of h̄ vanish.
If we compare to large distances in the Schwarzschild metric, we see that

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M
r

)
dt2 + dσ2,

and the perturbation h00 is basically

h00 =
2M

r
= −2Φ.

Thus

h̄00︸︷︷︸
dipole

=
4
r

∫
d3x′ρ(x′)

xix′i
r2 =

4xi
r3

∫
d3x′ρ(x′)x′i︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pi , dipole moment

.

Indeed, this whole term scales as 1/r2. Here Latin indices i, j, k range over 1, 2, 3 as is convention. Now we
Work out the quadrupole term,

h̄00 =
4
r

∫
d3x′ρ(x′)

(
3
2
(x · x′)2

r4 − 1
2

x′2

r2

)
=

4
r5 xixj

∫
d3x′

(
3
2

x′i x
′
j −

1
2

δijx′2
)

ρ(x′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qij

where the entire integral here is identified as the quadrupole moment Qij. Note that some authors differ by
a factor of 2 in the definition of Qij, so be careful when comparing to other texts.

What if we reintroduce time dependence into our source? We have the usual conservation law

∂aTab = 0

(where we have just taken the partial derivative since the source is localized and space looks like Minkowski
space). Thus the b = 0 component tells us that if ∂0T00 6= 0, then

∂0T00 − ∂iTi0 = 0

tells us that ∂iTi0 may not be zero. Similarly

∂0T0j − ∂iTij = 0

tells us that nontrivial time dependence in T0j might source spatial variations in Tij, and vice versa– in
time-dependent situations, we cannot neglect T0i, Tij.

Note that the effective energy-momentum tensor tab goes as (∂h̄)2 ∼ 1/r2, so

h̄00(x, t) =
4
r

∫
d3x′T00(x′, t− |x− x′|)︸ ︷︷ ︸

mass

.

But this mass term is constant to lowest order since the change in the energy (through tab) is of order h2. So
to this order h̄00 is constant.

Now if we look at h̄0i, we see that

h̄0i =
4
r

∫
d3x′T0i(x′, t− |x− x′|).

However, note that by Stokes’s theorem,∫
all space

∂j(xiT0j)dV =
∫

Σ
xiT0jdSj = 0,
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where the Σ integral is taken to be out at ∞. However, it follows that the LHS of this expression is∫
(δijT0j + xi∂jT0j)dV =

∫
T0idV −

∫
xi∂0T00dV,

where we have applied the conservation law for T. Since we found this whole expression is zero, we can
rewrite

h̄0i =
4
r

∫
d3x′x′i∂0T00.

This term x′i∂0T00 has the interpretation of the momentum of the source. If we assume we are observing in
the rest frame, then this is zero. Therefore the dipole terms do not produce radiation on their own.

We now turn to the quadrupole term,

h̄ij
4
r

∫
d3x′Tij(x′, t− |x− x′|).

We can play similar tricks to rewrite Tij in terms of derivatives of T00. For instance,

∂

∂t

∫
T0ixjdV =

∫
(∂kTki)xjdV

=
∫

∞
(Tkixj)−

∫
Tki∂kxjdV

= −
∫

TijdV,

where we have integrated by parts and discarded the boundary term at infinity. Now look at a second-order
time derivative,

∂2

∂t2

∫
T00xixjdV =

∂

∂t

∫
∂kT0kxixjdV

= − ∂

∂t

∫
T0ixj + T0jxidV

= 2
∫

TijdV,

using the conservation law, an integration by parts, and our first result.
This tells us that we can swap out Tij for time derivatives,

h̄ij =
2
r

∂2

∂t2

∫
d3x′x′i x

′
jT00︸ ︷︷ ︸

2
3 Qij− 1

3 δijQk
k

,

where we can rewrite the integral in terms of the quadrupole moment. However, let us notice that since
Qij =

1
2

∫
d3x′(3x′i x

′
j − δijx′2), we see that Qijδ

ij = 0, so Q is traceless (δijδij = 3 since i, j range over 1, 2, 3).
We conclude that

h̄ij =
4
3r

∂2

∂t2 Qij,

which tells us that the metric perturbations depend on the second time derivatives of Q the quadrupole
moment. This is characteristic of spin 2, and means that the gravitational radiation will be even harder
to detect. This is in contrast to electromagnetism where the fields vary as the first time derivative of the
dipole moment, since the photon is spin 1.

Now suppose we are looking at the radiation from very far away, out near infinity, and the radiation is
coming at us in the +z direction. In the transverse tracefree gauge, we have our two polarization states

h12 =
4
3r

Q̈12

h11 − h22 =
4
3r

(Q̈11 − Q̈22).
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The energy flux is then given by the 00 component of the effective energy-momentum tensor:

t00 =
1

32π
〈∂0h̄ab∂0h̄ab〉

=
1

32π

16
9r2

[
(
...
Q11 −

...
Q22)

2 + 2
...
Q

2
12

]
.

We might like to write this in a more obviously covariant way, so suppose the radiation is coming at us in a
direction ni where ni is a unit spacelike vector with n0 = 0. Then the energy flux is

t00 =
1

36πr2

[
(
...
Qijninj)

2 + 2
...
Qij

...
Qij − 4

...
Qik

...
Qjkninj

]
.

This formula reduces to our original formula in x, y, z coordinates for ni = (0, 0, 1).68

To find the total radiation, we now integrate over the sphere at infinity, noting that the surface area
provides a factor of r2 to cancel the 1/r2 in the energy flux. Note also that∫

Σ
dSninj = δij4π/3,

where Σ is the sphere at infinity. A similar computation yields∫
dSninjnknl =

4π

15
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk),

and using these integrals we can write the total energy flux as

1
36πr2

...
Qij

...
Qij

(
2

15
+ 2− 4

3

)
4πr2 =

4
45

...
Qij

...
Qij,

where we call the final expression the quadrupole formula.

Lecture 22.

Monday, November 26, 2018

Today we introduce the vierbein field. This is a simply a different way of expressing the metric gab. We
know that gab is a symmetric rank 4 tensor, so it can be written as

gab = eµ
a eν

bηµν,

with ηµν = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1) the standard Minkowski metric. This is simply the same as saying that
we can always diagonalize a symmetric non-degenerate matrix, and then we can rescale to get the elements
of η to be ±1.

We call these eµ
a vierbein fields,69 or sometimes frame fields. The benefit of using vierbeins is that they

transform nicely under Lorentz transformations and make certain symmetries of the theory more obvious.
Note that µ, ν will index over Lorentz indices, while a, b index over spacetime indices.

We can make a Lorentz transformation on eµ
a to find that

eµ
a → ẽµ

a = Λµ
νeν

a ,

so that the metric transforms as

gab → ẽµ
a ẽν

bηµν = Λµ
σeσ

a Λν
ρeρ

bηµν = ησρeσ
a eρ

b = gab.

Therefore performing a Lorentz transformation on eµ
a preserves the metric gab, and thus local Lorentz

transformations form a hidden symmetry since Λ can be functions of the coordinates.
Here’s another way to think about it. Look at the line element

ds2 = gabdxadxb.

68Having discussed with my study group, we have... doubts. This formula in terms of ni appears to be correct, since it yields the
right energy flux at the end, but it does not seem to reduce to the previous expression in terms of Q11, Q22, Q12. We suspect that the
previous expression is wrong, since it also does not result from the time-averaged expression. The resolution is unclear.

69From German, “four legs.” You’ll also hear vielbein, “many legs.”
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Note that these dxa are exact one-forms. Now if we rewrite the RHS in terms of our vierbeins, we get

ds2 = eµ
a eν

bηµνdxadxb = ηµνEµEν,

where we have defined Eµ ≡ eµ
a dxa. These Eµ form a basis of 1-forms. They are not quite orthonormal–

real orthonormality would require that ds2 = δµνEµEν, whereas η is of indefinite signature, so they really
form a pseudo-orthonormal basis of 1-forms, but sometimes when we’re being careless we will call them
orthonormal anyway.

Now recall that spacetime indices are raised and lowered using the metric gab and inverse metric gab.
In the same way, Lorentz indices can be raised and lowered using ηµν, ηµν. A similar construction holds–
general tensors in spacetime are defined by how they transform under general coordinate transformations,
whereas Lorentz tensors are defined by how they transform under local Lorentz transforms,

Vµ → V̂µ = Λµ
νVν and Vµ → V̂µ = VνΛν

µ.

For a higher-rank Lorentz tensor, we could write

Tµνσρ... → T̂µνσρ... = Λµ
µ′Λν

ν′Λρ
ρ′Λσ

σ′ . . . Tµ′ν′ρ′σ′ ....

We can also use eµ
a to turn spacetime indices into Lorentz indices or vice versa, i.e.

Vµ = eµ
a Va,

so
Va = ea

µVµ,

where 70

ea
µ ≡ gabηµνeν

b .

We can define partial derivatives in terms of vierbeins,

∂µ = ea
µ∂a.

Thus the covariant derivative on scalars gives a Lorentz vector,

∇µφ = ∂µφ.

To compute the covariant derivative on a vector, we need to be a little more careful. Now

∇µVν = ∂µVν + ωµ
ν

ρVρ,

where this ω is a new kind of connection sometimes called the spin connection. The connection transforms
under Lorentz transformations in a way similar to Christoffels under general coordinate transformations.
The covariant derivative with indices downstairs is similar–

∇µVν = ∂µVν −ωµ
ρ

νVρ.

This new connection is defined such that

∇aeb
ν = 0,

in analogy to the metric connection condition ∇agbc = 0. We call this the vierbein postulate. Expanding
out, we find that

∂aeb
ν + Γb

acec
ν − eµ

a ωµ
ρ

νeb
ρ = 0.

Using the fact that ea
σeµ

a = δ
µ
σ , we can solve for the spin connection (lowering an index) as

ωλτν = ea
λebτ(∂aeb

ν + Γb
acec

ν).

We also require the torsion to vanish,

∇µea
ν −∇νea

µ = Tρ
µνea

ρ,

70We define the vierbein with the spacetime index down in this way so that ea
µeµ

b = δa
b . Explicitly,

ea
µeµ

b = (gacηµνeν
c )e

µ
b = gacgbc = δa

b .
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where T is the torsion tensor, and the requirement that it vanishes makes Γb
ac = Γb

ca, i.e. the Christoffels are
symmetric in their lower two indices. Thus

∇µηρτ = 0 =⇒ ωµρσ = −ωµσρ.

Finally, we might construct a curvature tensor using our new covariant derivatives,

(∇µ∇ν −∇ν∇µ)Vσ = Rµνσ
ρ(ω)Vρ.

As it turns out,
Rabcd(Γ) = eµ

a eν
beρ

c eσ
d Rµνρσ(ω),

which we will prove on the fourth example sheet. It’s a remarkable fact that these two curvatures are the
same.

Now let us return to our basis of 1-forms Eµ = eµ
a dxa. Using our old friend the wedge product (remember,

it’s just an antisymmetrized tensor product), we can construct a basis of 2-forms Eµ ∧ Eν. Thus we write

dEµ =
1
2

cµ
νρEν ∧ Eρ,

where the cs are called Ricci rotation coefficients and we see that our spin connection can be written as

ωµνρ =
1
2
(cµνρ − cνµρ + cρµν).

It is therefore antisymmetric under ν↔ ρ.
We can make life a little easier for ourselves by defining the connection 1-form

ωµ
ν = ωµ

νρEρ

and the torsion 2-form

Θµ =
1
2

Tµ
νρEν ∧ Eρ.

Thus we find that
dEµ + ωµ

νEν = Θµ = 0,

which is called Cartan’s first equation of structure.
As we might have guessed, there is also Cartan’s second equation of structure. Consider the curvature

2-form defined

Ωµ
ν =

1
2

Rµ
νρσ(ω)Eρ ∧ Eσ.

Then
Ωµ

ν = dωµ
ν + ωµ

ρ ∧ωρ
ν.

Note that the sign conventions here are the same as in Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler. Other authors may
differ in their signs.

Example 22.1. Let us consider the Schwarzschild metric,

ds2 = −W2(r)dt2 +
dr2

W2(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

Writing down our basis of 1-forms71

E0 = Wdt

E1 = dr/W

E2 = rdθ

E3 = r sin θdφ,

71We skipped writing down what the vierbein fields were in lecture, but by direct comparison we can see that since e.g. g00 = −W2,
e0

0 = W (accounting for the fact that η00 = −1 in this convention) and so E0 = e0
0dx0 = Wdt. When the metric is diagonal, we can see

that the vierbeins can be thought of like the “square root of the metric.”
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such that ds2 = ηµνEµEν, we can also write down the inverses,

dt = E0/W

dr = WE1

dθ = E2/r

dφ = E3/r sin θ.

Now the corresponding two-forms dEµ are

dE0 = W ′dr ∧ dt = −W ′dt ∧ dr = −W ′E0 ∧ E1

dE1 = − 1
W2 W ′dr ∧ dr = 0

dE2 = dr ∧ dθ =
W
r

E1 ∧ E2

dE3 = dr sin θ ∧ dφ + r cos θdθ ∧ dφ =
W
r

E1 ∧ E3 +
cot θ

r
E2 ∧ E3.

Lecture 23.

Wednesday, November 28, 2018

A quick correction: on Example Sheet 3, Q1, the metric should be

ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ)dt2 + (1− 2Φ)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2).

Going on. Last time, we introduced the vierbein fields and wrote down a basis of 1-forms for the
Schwarzschild metric. We found that the one-forms were

E0 = Wdt

E1 = dr/W

E2 = rdθ

E3 = r sin θdφ,

and the corresponding two-forms were

dE0 == −W ′E0 ∧ E1

dE1 = 0

dE2 =
W
r

E1 ∧ E2

dE3 =
W
r

E1 ∧ E3 +
cot θ

r
E2 ∧ E3.

Now we want the connection 1-form. But we know that

dEµ = −ωµ
ν ∧ Eν,

and that ωµν = −ωνµ, so by direct comparison we see that with

dE0 = −ω0
1 ∧ E1 −ω0

2 ∧ E2 −ω0
2 ∧ E3

dE1 = −ω1
0 ∧ E0 −ω1

2 ∧ E2 −ω1
3 ∧ E3

dE2 = −ω2
0 ∧ E0 −ω2

1 ∧ E1 −ω2
3 ∧ E3.
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By comparison to the two-forms, we find that

ω0
1 = W ′E0

ω0
2 = 0

ω0
3 = 0

ω1
2 = −W/rE2

ω1
3 = −W/rE3

ω2
3 = − cot θ/rE3

and the others are related to these by symmetry.
To compute the curvature 2-form

Ωµ
ν = dωµ

ν + ωµ
ρ ∧ωρ

ν,

we can do some direct computation. For instance,

Ω0
1 = dω0

1 + ω0
1 ∧ω1

1 + ω0
2 ∧ω2

1 + ω0
3 ∧ω3

1.

But these last two terms vanish by the ωs we explicitly computed and ω1
1 = 0 by antisymmetry. Therefore

Ω0
1 = d(W ′E0)

= W ′′dr ∧ E0 + W ′dE0

= W ′′WE1 ∧ E0 + W ′(−W ′E0 ∧ E1)

= −(WW ′′ + W ′2)E0 ∧ E1.

A similar computation holds for Ω0
2, Ω0

3:

Ω0
2 = ω0

1 ∧ω1
2 = −WW ′/rE0 ∧ E2

and
Ω0

3 = −WW ′/rE0 ∧ E3.

What about Ω1
2? Here, we have (discarding terms from asymmetry of ω)

Ω1
2 = dω1

2 + ω1
0 ∧ω0

2 + ω1
3 ∧ω3

3

= d(−W/rE2)

= (−W ′/r + W/r2)dr ∧ E2 −W/rdE2

= (−WW ′/r + W2/r2)E1 ∧ E2 −W2/r2E1 ∧ E2

= −WW ′/rE1 ∧ E2.

where the third term in the first line is like E3 ∧ E3 and so vanishes. A similar computation yields

Ω1
2 = −WW ′

r
E1 ∧ E3.

For Ω2
3, we have to do a bit more work.

Ω2
3 = dω2

3 + ω2
1 ∧ω1

3

=
1

r sin2 θ
dθ ∧ E3 +

cot θ

r2 dr ∧ E3 − cot θ

r

(
cot θ

r
E2 ∧ E3 +

W
r

E1 ∧ E3
)
− W2

r2 E2 ∧ E3

=

(
1

r2 sin2 θ
− W2

r2 −
cot2 θ

r2

)
E2 ∧ E3

=

(
1
r2 −

W2

r2

)
E2 ∧ E3.
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However, recall that the curvature 2-form has a nice relation to the Riemann tensor:

Ωµ
ν =

1
2

Rµ
νρσEρ ∧ Eσ,

so this object contains all the information about curvature (and is often more convenient to compute than
Riemann directly).

Note also that the Ricci tensor is the Riemann contracted over the first and third indices,

Rρσ = Rµ
ρµσ,

so for instance
R00 = R0

000 + R1
010 + R2

020 + R3
030.

But note that the Riemann tensor with an index up inherits the symmetries of the Riemann tensor with all
indices down. For instance, R0

000 = 0 since Riemann is antisymmetric in the first and last pair of indices.
Meanwhile, R1

010 ∼ R1010 = R0101 = −R0
101 = +(WW ′′ + W ′2) from comparison to Ω0

1. Similarly,
R2

020 ∼ −R0
202 = 2WW ′/r, and R3

030 ∼ −R0
303, so we find that

R00 = WW ′′ + W ′2 + 2WW ′/r.

A similar process yields the other components of Ricci,

R11 = −WW ′′ −W ′2 − 2WW ′/r

R22 = −2WW ′/r−W2/r2 + 1/r2 = R33.

It’s a good exercise to check that with W =
(
1− const

r
)1/2 makes Rµν = 0, i.e. Schwarzschild solves the

vacuum Einstein equations with Λ = 0.

Non-examinable: Spinors in curved spacetime Recall from Quantum Field Theory that a spinor is so-
mething that transforms like a spinor under the Lorentz group.72 We know that there are some generators
of the Lorentz group Lµν (with Lµν antisymmetric), such that these generators satisfy the Lorentz algebra

[Lµν, Lρσ] = ηµρLνσ − ηµσLνρ − η|nuρLµσ + ηνσLµρ.

In particular, spin 1/2 particles satisfy the anticommutation relations

{γµ, γν} = 2ηµν I4,

such that the generators are

Lµν =
i
4
[γµ, γν].

In the context of GR, spinors transform under infinitesimal Lorentz transformations as

ψ→ (1 + λµνLµν)ψ,

with λµν antisymmetric. That is, they do not transform like tensors, which complicates the definition of the
covariant derivative. As it turns out, we define a covariant derivative on spinors as

∇µψ = ∂µψ +
1
2

ωµ
ρσ︸ ︷︷ ︸

spin connection

Lρσψ

and L is a generator of the Lorentz group.
The Dirac equation in curved spacetime now takes the form

0 = (γµ∇µ + m)ψ = (γa∇a + m)ψ,

with ∇a = eµ
a∇µ and γa = γµea

µ (i.e. written as Lorentz quantities in terms of the vierbein).
Note there’s a complication with trying to quantize in curved spacetime. Usually we write down

generalized coordinates qi, which become fields φ(x) in field theory, and similarly generalized momenta
pi =

∂L
∂φ̇

= φ̇(x) = π(x). The canonical commutation relations in QM, [pi, qj] = −iδj
i become [φ(x), π(x′)] =

iδ(3)(x− x′). However, the complication here is that · = ∂
∂t when the underlying space is Minkowski, but

72This is a bit tautological. If you prefer, a spinor is an object which satisfies the Lorentz algebra and for which a rotation of 4π

but not 2π is the identity transformation. It is the correct formalism to describe objects of half-integer spin.
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this is not so well-defined in curved spacetime. If we’re in the Schwarzschild spacetime we could use the
regular t coordinate, but we could just as well choose the advanced coordinate u from Eddington-Finkelstein.
What the “right” time derivative to take is totally unclear, and the problems only compound when we
attempt to quantize gravity. This is of course a huge open problem, the details of which are beyond the
scope of this course.
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